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Topological duality defects arise as codimension one generalized symmetry operators in quantum
field theories (QFTs) with a duality symmetry. Recent investigations have shown that in the case of 4D
N ¼ 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory, an appropriate choice of (complexified) gauge coupling and
global form of the gauge group can lead to a rather rich fusion algebra for the associated defects, leading
to examples of noninvertible symmetries. In this work we present a top down construction of these
duality defects which generalizes to QFTs with lower supersymmetry, where other 0-form symmetries
are often present. We realize the QFTs of interest via D3-branes probing X a Calabi-Yau threefold cone
with an isolated singularity at the tip of the cone. The IIB duality group descends to dualities of the
4D worldvolume theory. Nontrivial codimension one topological interfaces arise from configurations of
7-branes “at infinity” which implement a suitable SLð2;ZÞ transformation when they are crossed.
Reduction on the boundary topology ∂X results in a 5D symmetry topological field theory. Different
realizations of duality defects, such as the gauging of 1-form symmetries with certain mixed anomalies
and half-space gauging constructions, simply amount to distinct choices of where to place the branch
cuts in the 5D bulk.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dualities sit at the heart of some of the deepest insights
into the nonperturbative dynamics of quantum fields and
strings. In the case of quantum field theories (QFTs)
engineered via string theory, these dualities can often be
recast in terms of specific geometric transformations of
the extra-dimensional geometry. A particularly notable
example of this sort is the famous SLð2;ZÞ duality
symmetry of type IIB string theory which descends to
a duality action on the QFTs realized on the worldvolume
of probe D3-branes.
Recently it has been appreciated that symmetries them-

selves can be generalized in a number of different ways. In
particular, in [1] it was argued that symmetries can be

understood in terms of corresponding topological operators
(see also [2–5]).1
The fact that generalized symmetry operators are topo-

logical also suggests that the “worldvolume” itself
may support a nontrivial topological field theory. One
striking consequence of this fact is that the product of
two generalized symmetry operators may produce a sum of
symmetry operators, i.e., there can be a nontrivial fusion
category (i.e., multiple summands in the product), and this is
closely tied to the appearance of “noninvertible” symmetry
operators (see e.g., [14,38,43,44,55,56,62,64,65,74,80–
82,84,85,87,96,98–103,105–107,109–114,116–132]).
Now, one of the notable places where noninvertible

symmetries have been observed is in the context of certain
“duality/triality defects.”2 At generic points of parameter
space, a duality interchanges one description of a field
theory with another. However, at special points in the*jheckman@sas.upenn.edu
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1For a partial list of recent work in this direction see,
e.g., [1–132] and [133] for a recent review.

2Aword on terminology: in this work we use the stringy notion
of a non-Abelian SLð2;ZÞ duality. In particular, we will be
interested in operations which generate subgroups of SLð2;ZÞ
with order different than two. In what follows we shall sometimes
refer to all of these as dualities even if the order is different from
2. That being said, in our field theory examples we will explain
when we are dealing with a specific duality/triality defect.
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parameter space (such as the critical point of the 2D Ising
model), this duality operation simply sends one back to the
same theory. In that case, one has a 0-form symmetry, and
therefore one expects a codimension one generalized
symmetry operator [64,65,82,85,106]. An intriguing fea-
ture of these symmetry operators is that they can sometimes
have a nontrivial fusion rule, indicating the presence of a
noninvertible symmetry. In many cases, one can argue for
the existence of such a noninvertible symmetry, even
without knowing the full structure of the topological field
theory (TFT) localized on a duality defect.
Given the fact that many field-theoretic dualities have

elegant geometric characterizations, it is natural to ask
whether these topological duality defects can be directly
realized in terms of objects in string theory. In particular, one
might hope that performing this analysis could provide
additional insight into the associated worldvolume TFTs,
and provide a systematic method for extracting the corre-
sponding fusion rules for these generalized symmetry
operators. A related point is that in many QFTs of interest,
a weakly coupled Lagrangian description may be unavail-
able, and so one must seek out alternative (often geometric)
characterizations of these systems.
Along these lines, it was recently shown in

[100,101,103] that for QFTs engineered via localized
singularities/branes, generalized symmetry operators are
obtained from “branes at infinity.” The resulting defects are
topological in the sense that they do not contribute to the
stress energy tensor of the localized QFT. Starting from the
topological terms of a brane “at infinity,” one can then
extract the resulting TFT on its worldvolume, and con-
sequently, extract the resulting fusion rules for the asso-
ciated generalized symmetry operators.
Our aim in this paper will be to use this perspective to

propose a general prescription for duality defects where the
duality of the QFT is inherited from the SLð2;ZÞ duality of
type IIB strings. In particular, we focus on the case of 4D
QFTs realized from D3-branes probing a localized singu-
larity of a noncompact Calabi-Yau threefold X which we
assume has a conical topology; namely it can be written as a
cone over ∂X: Coneð∂XÞ ¼ X. Such QFTs have a marginal
parameter τ descending from the axiodilaton of type IIB
string theory, and 2-form potentials of a bulk 5D TFT
descending from the SLð2;ZÞ doublet of 2-form potentials
(RR and NS-NS) which governs the 1-form electric and
magnetic symmetries of the 4D probe theory.
In this setting, the “branes at infinity”which implement a

duality transformation are simply given by specific bound
states of ðp; qÞ 7-branes. In a general IIB/F-theory back-
ground, a bound state of ðp; qÞ 7-branes acts on the
axiodilaton and SLð2;ZÞ doublet of 2-form potentials
Bj ¼ ðC2; B2Þ as

τ ↦
aτ þ b
cτ þ d

and

�
C2

B2

�
↦

�
a b

c d

��
C2

B2

�
ð1:1Þ

in the obvious notation. At the level of topology this
monodromy can be localized to a branch cut whose
endpoints are physical, namely the locus of a bound state
of 7-branes.
Of particular significance are the specific monodromy

transformations which leave fixed particular values of τ.
Geometrically, these are specified by constant axiodilaton
profiles for 7-branes, which are in turn given by specific
Kodaira fibers which specify how the elliptic fiber of F
theory degenerates on the locus of the 7-brane. The full list
is II; III; IV; I�0; IV

�; III�; II�, which respectively support
the gauge algebras su1; su2; su3; so8; e6; e7; e8. Putting all
of this together, it is natural to expect that the duality
defects of the QFT simply lift to appropriate 7-branes
wrapped on all of ∂X.
Our main claim is that wrapping 7-branes on a “cycle at

infinity” leads to topological duality/triality defects in the
4D worldvolume theory of the probe D3-brane. One way to
see this is to consider the dimensional reduction on the
boundary five manifold ∂X. This results in the 5D symmetry
TFT of the 4D field theory (see [70] as well as [8,134]). In
this 5D theory, 7-branes wrapped on ∂X specify codimen-
sion two defects which fill out a three manifold in the 4D
spacetime. In this 5D TFT limit where all metric data have
been decoupled, the reduction of the 7-brane “at infinity”
can be pushed into the interior, and can equivalently be
viewed as specifying a codimension two defect in the bulk.
In particular, as codimension two objects, they come with a
branch cut structure, and this in turn impacts the structure of
anomalies both in the 5D bulk as well as the 3D TFT
localized on the topological defect.
In particular, we find that the choice of where to

terminate the other end of the branch cut emanating from
the 7-branes has a nontrivial impact on the resulting
structure of the TFT. For each choice of branch cut, we
get a corresponding anomaly inflow to the 7-brane defect.
Doing so, we show that one choice of a branch cut gives the
constructions of [64,106,109] for Kramers-Wannier-like
duality defects, while another choice produces the half-
space gauging construction of [65,85]. One can also
entertain “hybrid” configurations of branch cuts, and these
also produce duality/triality defects. In the Appendix B we
also show how these considerations are compatible with
dimensional reduction of topological terms present in the
8D worldvolume of the 7-branes. We emphasize that while
these analyses also make use of the 5D symmetry TFT, our
analysis singles out the role of codimension two objects
(and their associated branch cuts) which descend from
wrapped 7-branes. Indeed, this top down perspective allows
us to unify different construction techniques.
In the field theory literature, the main examples of

duality/triality defects have centered on N ¼ 4 SYM
theory and closely related examples. In the present context
where this QFT arises from D3-branes probing C3, we see
that the main ingredients for duality/triality defects readily
generalize toN ¼ 1 superconformal field theories (SCFTs)
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as obtained from D3-branes probing X a Calabi-Yau cone
with a singularity. In that setting, the IIB duality group
corresponds to a duality action which is present at a specific
(tuned) subspace of the conformal manifold of the SCFT. In
particular, dimensional reduction of 7-branes on ∂X leads to
precisely the same topological defects, and thus provides us
with a generalization to QFTs with less supersymmetry. On
the other hand, the full 5D symmetry TFT will in this case
be more involved simply because the topology ∂X can in
general support more kinds of objects. For example, other
0-form symmetries are present in such systems, and
crossing the associated local defects charged under these
discrete 0-form symmetries through a duality/triality wall
leads to nontrivial transformation rules.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II

we present our general setup involving probe D3-branes in
a Calabi-Yau threefold. In particular, we show how boun-
dary conditions “at infinity” specify the global form of the
theory, and how duality/triality defects arise from 7-branes
wrapped on the boundary geometry. In Sec. III we consider
the 5D symmetry TFT obtained from dimensional reduc-
tion on the boundary ∂X. The 7-branes descend to codi-
mension two objects with branch cuts, and the choice of
how to terminate these branch cuts leads to different
implementations of duality/triality defects. After this, in
Sec. IV we show that our top down considerations are
compatible with the bottom up analyses in the field theory
literature. Section V shows how these considerations
generalize to systems with minimal supersymmetry. We
present our conclusions and some directions for future
work in Sec. VI. In Appendix A we show how the various
defects considered in the main body are implemented in
other top down constructions. In Appendix B we give a
proposal for the relevant topological terms of a nonpertur-
bative 7-brane which reduce to a suitable 3D TFT
(after reduction on ∂X). Finally, in Appendix C we give
some further details on the special case of D3-branes
probing C3=Z3.

II. GENERAL SETUP

We now present the general setup for implementing
duality/triality interfaces and defects in the context of brane
probes of singularities. The construction we present pro-
duces supersymmetric 4D quantum field theories TðNÞ

X
realized as the world-volume theory of a stack of N
D3-branes probing a noncompact Calabi-Yau threefold X.
The Calabi-Yau threefolds X we are considering are of

conical topology

X ¼ Coneð∂XÞ ð2:1Þ

with link ∂X, the asymptotic boundary of X. The topology
of ∂X therefore determines the topology of X fully. The
apex of the cone supports a real codimension six singu-
larity. We introduce the radial coordinate r ∈ R≥0 so that

the singularity sits at r ¼ 0 and the asymptotic boundary
sits at r ¼ ∞.
For example, X ¼ C3 determines TðNÞ

X to be 4D N ¼ 4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (SYM). In cases of
reduced holonomy, for example X ¼ C3=Γ with
Γ ⊂ SUð3Þ, we preserve N ¼ 1 supersymmetry. In all

cases,TðNÞ
X is some quiver gauge theory, with quiver nodes

specified by a basis of “fractional branes” which can be
visualized at large volume (i.e., away from the orbifold
point of moduli space) as a collection of D3-, D5-, and
D7-branes and their antibrane counterparts wrapped on
cycles in a resolution of X [135–137]. Nodes are con-
nected by oriented arrows which should be viewed as open
strings stretching between the fractional branes. The
gauge theory characterization is especially helpful at
weak coupling, and serves to define the QFT in the first
place. The quiver gauge theory comes with a collection of
marginal couplings, and we can consider tuning these
parameters to “strong coupling.” At such points in the
conformal manifold, the gauge theory description is less
useful, but we can still speak of the SCFT defined by the
probe D3-branes.
In the quiver gauge theory, the IIB axiodilaton descends

to a particular choice of marginal couplings. Moreover, the
celebrated SLð2;ZÞ duality of IIB strings3 descends to a
duality transformation at a specific point in the conformal
manifold of the 4D SCFT [141,142] (for a recent discussion
see, e.g., [143]).
The other bulk supergravity fields of type IIB also play

an important role in specifying the global structures of the
field theory. Boundary conditions P for such bulk fields at

∂X determine an absolute theory TðNÞ
X;P from the relative

theory TðNÞ
X . In particular, such boundary conditions also

determine the spectrum of extended objects ending at or
contained within ∂X which specify the defects and gener-

alized symmetry operators of TðNÞ
X;P [1,15,72].

For example, there is an SLð2;ZÞ doublet ðC2; B2Þ ¼ Bj

(RR and NS) of 2-form potentials which couple to D1 and
F1 strings of the IIB theory respectively. Wrapping bound
states of these objects compatible with P along the radial
direction in X leads to heavy line defects of the 4D quiver

gauge theory TðNÞ
X;P. The spectrum of line defects then fixes

the global form of the quiver gauge group.
The possible boundary conditions P are determined by

the symmetry TFT [144,145] which follows by reduction of

3The precise form of the duality group and its actions on
fermions leads to some additional subtleties. For example, taking
into account fermions, there is the metaplectic cover of SLð2;ZÞ
[138], and taking into account reflections on the F-theory torus
[associated with worldsheet orientation reversal and ð−1ÞFL

parity, this enhances to the Pinþ cover of GLð2;ZÞ [139] (see
also [73,140])]. These subtleties can appear if one carefully tracks
the boson/fermion number of extended operators but in what
follows we neglect this issue.
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the 10D Chern-Simons term in IIB supergravity,4 much as
in references [70,134] (see also [8]):

SðCSÞ ¼ −
1

4κ2

Z
M4×X

C4 ∧ dB2 ∧ dC2: ð2:2Þ

The stack of D3-branes source N units of 5-form flux
threading ∂X and therefore the symmetry TFTs of all quiver
gauge theories under consideration contain the universal
term

SðSymTFTÞ;0 ¼
N
4π

Z
M4×R≥0

ϵijBi ∪ dBj; ð2:3Þ

where we have integrated over the link ∂X. Here we have
introduced a manifestly SLð2;ZÞ invariant presentation of
the action using the two-index tensor ϵij to raise and lower
doublet indices. In our conventions, ϵ21 ¼ −ϵ12 ¼ 1. In
terms of the individual components of this SLð2;ZÞ
doublet, the equations of motion for the action (2.3) are

NdB2 ¼ NdC2 ¼ 0; ð2:4Þ

which constrains B2 and C2 to be ZN-valued 1-form
symmetry background fields.5 In general, we will denote
ZN-valued fields using the same notation as their Uð1Þ
counterparts, but they are related by a rescaling. For
example, in conventions where the NS-NS flux 1

2πH3 is
integrally quantized we have6

BUð1Þ
2 ¼ 2π

N
BZN
2 ð2:5Þ

where the holonomies
R
Σ2
BZN
2 ¼ k mod N for some

Riemann surface Σ and integer k. Notice that since (2.5)
is only valid when the holonomies of the Uð1Þ field are Nth

roots of unity, for aZN-valued field one is free to take either
the lhs or rhs as normalizations. We will drop the super-
scripts in the future making clear which convention we are
using for discrete fields when it arises. For additional
details on the structure of the defect group in this theory
(via related top down constructions) see Appendix A.
The relative theory TðNÞ

X sets enriched Neumann boun-
dary conditions at r ¼ 0 while at r ¼ ∞ we have mixed
Neumann-Dirichlet boundary conditions for the fields of
the symmetry TFT. These are respectively denoted as

jTðNÞ
X i; jP;Di; hP;DjTðNÞ

X i ¼ Z
TðNÞ

X;P
ðDÞ ð2:6Þ

and contract to give the partition function of the absolute

theory TðNÞ
X;P with background fields determined by P set to

the valuesD. HereD is a form profile and in particular does
not carry SLð2;ZÞ indices (see Fig. 1).
Consider for example X ¼ C3 in which case (2.3)

describes the full symmetry TFT. First note that (2.4)
makes it clear that we are discussing a theory with gauge
algebra suðNÞ rather than uðNÞ. This Uð1Þ factor is lifted
via a Stueckelberg mechanism.7 A standard set of boundary
conditions includes a purely electric or purely magnetic
polarization via the boundary conditions

B2j∂X Dirichlet; C2j∂X Neumann

↔ global electric 1-form symmetry ð2:7Þ

B2j∂X Neumann; C2j∂X Dirichlet
↔ globalmagnetic 1-form symmetry: ð2:8Þ

Concretely, we are considering N ¼ 4 SYM theory with
gauge algebra suðNÞ. The electric polarization produces
gauge group SUðNÞ while the magnetic polarization
produces gauge group PSUðNÞ ¼ SUðNÞ=ZN . Given
electric/magnetic boundary conditions we can stretch
F1/D1 strings between the D3-branes and the asymptotic
boundary to construct line defects in the 4D worldvolume
theory (see Fig. 2).
One can also consider more general mixed boundary

conditions. In general, SLð2;ZNÞ duality transformations

FIG. 1. Sketch of the symmetry TFT (2.3). We depict the half
plane R≥0 × R⊥ with coordinates ðr; x⊥Þ where R⊥ is some
direction parallel to the D3-brane worldvolume. The boundary

conditions for the symmetry TFT are denoted jTðNÞ
X i; jP;Di

respectively.

4Strictly speaking, one also needs to utilize the self-dual
condition for F5 ¼ dC4 in order to get the correct coefficient
in (2.3). For further discussion on this point, see, e.g., [146,147].

5Note that these steps are identical to the derivation of a bulk
topological term in AdS5 [148], while here the term lives along
M4 × R≥0.

6Another natural choice would be to take
R
Q3

H3 ∈ Z for all
three manifolds Q3 in which case we would drop the factor of 2π
on the rhs of (2.5).

7Intuitively, when we pick an origin for C3 we put the whole
system in a “box” with a conformal boundary. This removes the
center of mass degree of freedom for the system.
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�
C2

B2

�
→

�
a b

c d

��
C2

B2

�
; S¼

�
0 1

−1 0

�
; T¼

�
1 1

0 1

�
ð2:9Þ

where ad − bc ¼ 1, map between boundary conditions and
group these into orbits. In the caseN ¼ 4 SYMwith gauge
algebra suðNÞ and whenN has no square divisors,8 one can
generate all possible mixed boundary conditions for B2 and
C2, and thus all forms of the gauge group.
More generally, given a quiver gauge theory, the indi-

vidual gauge group factors are all correlated due to
bifundamental states which are charged under different
centers of the gauge group. Indeed, note also that we can
always move the D3-brane away from the singularity (i.e.,
to finite r > 0), and the center of this gauge group in the
infrared will need to be compatible with the boundary
conditions specified at r ¼ ∞.
Let us also record our SLð2;ZÞ conventions for strings

and 5-branes here. The charge vectorQ of a ðp; qÞ string or
ðp; qÞ-5-brane has components, with ϵ12 ¼ −ϵ21 ¼ −1,
following conventions laid out in [150]

Qi ¼ ϵijQj ¼ ½q; p�; Qi ¼
�
p

−q

�
; ð2:10Þ

in particular S-dualitymapsWilson linesW and ’t Hooft lines
H on the D3-brane worldvolume as ðW;HÞ → ðH;−WÞ.
We further lay out our conventions for symmetry TFTs

following [82,106]. The enriched Neumann boundary
condition at r ¼ 0 is expanded as

jTðNÞ
X i ¼

X
a∈P

Z
TðNÞ

X;P
ðaÞjai ð2:11Þ

where Z
TðNÞ

P;X
ðaÞ is the partition function of the absolute

theory derived from TðNÞ
X by choice of polarization P and a

is a background field profile for the corresponding higher
symmetry. In this paper we are mainly concerned with 1-
form symmetries of gauge theories, and here P fixes the
global form of the gauge group and a is a 1-form symmetry
background field. Further we denote a background field
configuration by a vector a which is oriented in the
corresponding defect group and has a form profile of a.
Topological Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions at
r ¼ ∞ in 4D are respectively

jP;DiDirichlet ¼
X
a∈P

δðD − aÞjai

jP;EiNeumann ¼
X
a∈P

exp

�
2πi
N

Z
E ∪ a

�
jai ð2:12Þ

where we have normalized fields to take values in ZN . We
will mainly work with Dirichlet boundary conditions
throughout and omit the index “Dirichlet” when it causes
no confusion. Whenever two polarizations P, P0 are related
by a discrete Fourier transform or equivalently by gauging
we have the pairing

hajbi¼ exp

�
2πi
N

Z
a∪b

�
∀ a∈P;b∈P0: ð2:13Þ

More generally, boundary conditions in 4D can be stacked
with counterterms, so we define

jPGr
;DiDirichlet¼

X
a∈PGk

δðD−aÞexp
�
2πir
N

Z
PðDÞ
2

�
jai

ð2:14Þ

where P is the Pontryagin square. Here we have labeled a
polarization P by the global form of the gauge group G it
realizes, and the subscript r counts the number of stacked
counterterms. For example SUð2Þr denotes SUð2Þ theory
stacked with r counterterms.

A. Proposal for topological duality interfaces/operators

Consider the spacetime M4 ¼ M3 ×R⊥ with R⊥ para-
metrized by the coordinate x⊥. We now argue that 7-branes
wrapped on M3 × ∂X at some point x̄⊥ ∈ R⊥ realize
topological duality/triality interfaces and operators. A
subset of our constructions works only for 7-branes with
a constant axiodilaton profile, and we list these in Table I
together with their topological data.
First consider a 7-brane wrapped at r ¼ ∞ following the

prescription in [103]. This gives rise to a topological
interface/symmetry operator in the 4D theory as the
7-brane is formally at infinite distance wrapped on a cycle
of infinite volume. This decouples the nontopological
interactions between the D3- and 7-brane and the non-
topological degrees of freedom on the 7-brane

FIG. 2. Boundary conditions and defects for TðNÞ
X . We sketch

the half plane R≥0 × R⊥ parametrized by ðr; x⊥Þ. The polariza-
tion P1, P2 determines that Dirichlet boundary conditions are set
for B2, C2 respectively B2j∂X ¼ D1 and C2j∂X ¼ D2. Line defects
are realized by F1/D1 strings and correspond to Wilson and ’t
Hooft lines respectively. Our conventions are such that the left,
radially outgoing strings are of charge ½0;−1� and ½−1; 0� and the
right, incoming strings are of charge [0, 1] and [1, 0] respectively.

8See [149] for details when dropping this assumption.
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worldvolume respectively [103]. In this topological limit,
for the 5D bulk theory, we can consider adding codimen-
sion two defects, i.e., the remnants of these 7-branes at
infinity. Since everything is now treated as topological, we
are free to insert these 7-branes anywhere in the interior,
and as such we have different choices for where to extend
the branch cut of this defect. We consider four distinct
choices for the SLð2;ZÞ monodromy branch cut:
(1) The branch cut is supported on H← × ∂X with

∂H← ¼ M3 and is oriented along x⊥ parallel to
the D3-branes with x⊥ < x̄⊥ along the asymptotic
boundary. See the left subfigure in Fig. 3. The
branch cut ends at infinity.

(2) The branch cut is supported on H↓ × ∂X with ∂H↓ ¼
M3 −M0

3 (treated as a 3 chain) and is oriented radially
inward along x⊥ ¼ x̄⊥ perpendicular to the D3-
branes. See the left subfigure in Fig. 4. The branch
cut ends on M0

3, which is a subset of the D3-brane
worldvolume, and supports an operator DðM0

3Þ
possibly coupled to background fields. While cuts
can normally only begin/end on 7-branes, this can be
made precise via a method of images procedure. The
7-brane has a constant axiodilaton profile.

(3) The branch cut is supported on H↑ × ∂X with ∂H↑ ¼
M3 −M00

3 (treated as a 3 chain) and is oriented
radially outward along x⊥ ¼ x̄⊥ perpendicular to the
D3-branes (see Fig. 5). The branch cut ends on M00

3

which is contained in the asymptotic boundary. The
7-brane has a constant axiodilaton profile.

(4) Whenever the 7-brane monodromy matrix is not
prime over ZN, i.e., it can be factored into more than
one nontrivial factor in SLð2;ZNÞ, we can consider

separate branch cuts for each factor. We can then
consider hybrid configurations of cases 1, 2, and 3
with each branch cut realizing one of the previous
setups (see Fig. 6). The 7-brane has a constant
axiodilaton profile.

The cases differ in the structure of the boundary conditions,
and cases 2, 3, and 4 include additional operators supported
on M0

3;M
00
3 absorbing the branch cut. In this picture, S

duality is realized by a vertically running branch cut
without 7-brane insertions (see Fig. 7), starting and ending
on M0

3;M
00
3 . Of course we can also consider multiple

7-brane insertions.
We emphasize that the branch cut in all cases can be

deformed arbitrarily without consequences. Branch cuts are

TABLE I. Elliptic data of 7-brane profiles with constant axiodilaton τ. Their group of lines is isomorphic to
cokerðρ − 1Þ which is isomorphic to Zk except for fiber type I�0; II; II

�. The label m of these lines is determined
from the refined self-linking numbers m=2k which gives the spin of nontrivial lines. The refined self-linking
numbers compute via the Gordon-Litherland approach laid out in [70] employing the divisors (Kodaira thimbles)
computed in [151] or alternatively via the quadratic refinement laid out in [34] and the linking number computations
in [48]. Note in particular that in all cases gcdðk;mÞ ¼ 1 and mk ∈ 2Z.

Fiber type F Lines Monodromy ρ Refined linking p=2k ðk;mÞ τ

II; suð1Þ � � � �
0 1

−1 1

� � � � � � � eiπ=3

III; suð2Þ Z2

�
0 1

−1 0

�
3
4

(2,3) eiπ=2

IV; suð3Þ Z3

�
0 1

−1 −1

�
4
6

(3,4) eiπ=3

I�0; soð8Þ Z2 ⊕ Z2

�
−1 0

0 −1

� �
2=4 3=4
3=4 2=4

� � � � τ

IV�; e6 Z3

�
−1 −1
1 0

�
2
6

(3,2) eiπ=3

III�; e7 Z2

�
0 −1
1 0

�
1
4

(2,1) eiπ=2

II�; e8 � � � �
1 −1
1 0

� � � � � � � eiπ=3

FIG. 3. Case (1). With 7-branes wrapped on M3 × ∂X, we
sketch the plane R≥0 × R⊥. The topological boundary conditions
jP1; D1i are the monodromy transform of the boundary con-
ditions jP2; D2i and result from stacking the branch cut with the
asymptotic boundary. The branch cut is supported on H← × ∂X
and runs parallel to the D3-branes. Conventions are such that the
monodromy matrix ρ acts by crossing the branch cut top to
bottom.
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not physical, but their endpoints are,9 and the above cases
differ precisely in how branch cut endpoints are realized.

We now discuss each case in turn. First, consider the
setup for case 1. The branch cut is stacked with part of the
asymptotic boundary. Let us therefore move the topological
7-brane into the bulk. See the right subfigure in Fig. 3. In
the symmetry TFT formalism these two configurations are
topologically equivalent. There is now a single 5D boun-
dary condition jP2; D2i along the asymptotic boundary at
r ¼ ∞. Here P2 denotes the choice of polarization, i.e.,
which combination of B2, C2 has Dirichlet boundary
conditions imposed, and D2 denotes the boundary value
for the condition, i.e., ðpiB2 þ qiC2Þjr¼∞ ¼ D2 for some
collection of integer pairs ðpi; qiÞ specified by P2.
Let us denote the monodromy matrix of the 7-brane by ρ.

Crossing the branch cut, a string labeled by charges ½q; p� is
transformed to a string with charges ½q; p�ρ. Given a single
topological boundary condition jP2; D2i which permits
strings of charge ½q; p� to end on the boundary, it now
follows that in the half-spaces x̄⊥ < x⊥ and x̄⊥ > x⊥ of the
D3-brane worldvolume we have line defects whose charges
are multiples of ½q; p� and ½q; p�ρ, respectively (see Fig. 8).
Stacking the branch cut as shown in Fig. 3 (right to left)
now clearly alters the boundary conditions by a mono-
dromy transformation, more precisely its mod N reduction

FIG. 4. Case (2). With 7-branes wrapped on M3 × ∂X, we
sketch the plane R≥0 × R⊥. There is a single set of boundary
conditions jP1; D1i. The branch cut is supported on H↓ × ∂X and
runs perpendicular to the D3-branes. Conventions are such that
the monodromy matrix ρ acts by crossing the branch cut left to
right.

FIG. 5. Case (3). With 7-branes wrapped on M3 × ∂X, we
sketch the plane R≥0 ×R⊥. The 7-brane insertion gives rise to
two boundary conditions jP1; D1i; jP2; D2i. The branch cut is
supported on H↑ × ∂X and runs perpendicular to the D3-branes.
Conventions are such that the monodromy matrix ρ acts by
crossing the branch cut right to left.

FIG. 6. Case (4). In the hybrid case of cases 1, 2, and 3, with the
7-branes wrapped on M3 × ∂X, we sketch the plane R≥0 × R⊥.
The overall monodromy is ρ ¼ ρ←ρ↑ρ→ρ↓. Each monodromy
factor ρ• has its own branch cut separately. The branch cuts
labeled ρ↓; ρ↑ intersect the D3-brane worldvolume and asymp-
totic boundary in M0

3;M
00
3 , respectively.

FIG. 7. S duality is realized by cutting the symmetry TFT along
the dotted line and gluing the pieces according to the desired
S-duality transformation. No 7-branes are inserted.

FIG. 8. Half-space gauging via 7-brane insertion. Given a
boundary condition jP;Di such that strings of type ½q; p� can
terminate on ∂X we find the admissible line defects on the D3-
branes (located at r ¼ 0) to differ between the left- and right-hand
side by a monodromy transformation. The D3-brane stack
therefore experiences an effective change of polarization which
amounts to a half-space gauging.

9The branch cut arises from a choice of gauge for the
background connection A1 of the SLð2;ZÞ duality bundle as
we explain momentarily. This localizes an anomaly flow which
we can either absorb by an end point (cases 2, 3) or flow along a
half line (case 1). Different branch cut choices give a different
choice of gauge; however, end points of branch cuts are gauge
invariant.
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ρ ∈ SLð2;ZNÞ. This change in boundary condition is a
topological manipulation at the boundary, such as half-
space gauging or the stacking of a counterterm along x⊥ <
x̄⊥ in M4, and we propose

topological duality interface IðM3;FÞ

↔
7-brane of typeF on

M3 × ∂Xwith cutH← × ∂X:
ð2:15Þ

The interface IðM3;FÞ promotes to a topological defect
operator UðM3;FÞ when the theories separated by the
defect are dual. Owing to the branch cut not intersecting the
D3-brane stack we can employ arbitrary 7-branes in this
construction.
Let us now consider the setup for case 2. As above, we

can move the topological 7-brane into the bulk giving a
topologically equivalent configuration; see Fig. 4 left to
right. There is a single 5D boundary condition jP1; D1i.
Defects running between the D3 stack and the topological
boundary do not cross the branch cut, and the effective
polarization on the brane is identical along x̄⊥ < x⊥ and
x̄⊥ > x⊥. The branch cut intersecting the D3 worldvolume
gives rise to a 0-form operator realizing an S-duality
transformation on local10 operators in 4D. Therefore, upon
collapsing the 5D slab to 4D we obtain for all choices of 7-
branes with constant axiodilaton profile a topological
defect operator in a given theory. We propose

topological defect operator VðM3;FÞ

↔
7-brane of typeF on

M3 × ∂Xwith cutH↓ × ∂X:
ð2:16Þ

Let us now consider the setup for case 3. Again we can
move the topological 7-brane into the bulk giving a
topologically equivalent configuration; see Fig. 5 left
to right. There are now two boundary conditions
jP1; D1i; jP2; D2i giving rise to distinct polarizations in
x̄⊥ < x⊥ and x̄⊥ > x⊥. This change in polarization is
realized by a codimension one operator in the asymptotic
boundary. This operator acts on symmetry operators
according to the monodromy matrix of the 7-brane. It
does not act on local operators, and we will not have much
to say about this operator.
Next we discuss common properties of I , V, indepen-

dent of the choice of branch cuts, depending exclusively on
the type F of the 7-brane inserted. Hanany-Witten tran-
sition [152] predicts the creation of a topological symmetry
operator when line defects are dragged through I ; see
Fig. 9. Genuine defects constructed from asymptotic ½q; p�

strings transform upon crossing M3 to nongenuine
defects with identical ½q; p� charge but with a topological
operator of charge ½q; p�ðρ − 1Þ attached. The latter results
from the corresponding string which attaches to the
7-branes stack and is otherwise embedded in the asymp-
totic boundary making it topological [103]. Identical
considerations hold for the operator V. Such brane creation
processes were already observed in D3/D5 systems
in [100].
Let us now quantify the qualitative discussion above.

The insertion of 7-branes turns on a nontrivial flat back-
ground for the SLð2;ZÞ duality bundle. The topological
nature of the symmetry TFT allows us to localize this
background onto a choice of branch cut and in terms of the
SLð2;ZÞ doublet ðBiÞ ¼ ðC2; B2Þ then

SðSymTFTÞ;0 ¼ −
N
4π

Z
M5

ϵijBi ∧ dBj

⟶
7-brane

Insertion
SðSymTFTÞ;1 ¼ SðSymTFTÞ;0 þ SðcutÞ þ SðDefectsÞ:

ð2:17Þ

Here the term SðDefectsÞ denotes the 3D TFT supported on
M3 ⊂ M4 resulting from wrapping 7-branes onM3 × ∂X in
case 1, and in cases 2 and 3 it includes possibly an
additional TFT supported on M0

3;M
00
3 . We postpone the

analysis of SðDefectsÞ together with the discussion of
boundary conditions for the bulk fields of the 5D symmetry

FIG. 9. Boundary condition jP;Di admitting ½q; p� strings to
terminate at infinity. Passing a 4D line defect labeled by ½q; p�ρ
through the symmetry defect UðM3;FÞ from left to right creates a
topological surface operator of charge ½q; p�ðρ − 1Þ via Hanany-
Witten brane creation.

FIG. 10. 5D surface symmetry operator stretching across the
branch cut. S½q;p� transforms into S½q;p�ρ which can be decomposed
into two surface symmetry operators as shown.

10Standard S-duality acts on both local and nonlocal operators
and is realized as in Fig. 7 by a completely vertical branch cut.
Such a branch cut cannot be deformed into the 5D bulk and
connects two distinct boundary conditions jPi; Dii with i ¼ 1, 2.
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TFT along such defects. The term SðcutÞ denotes a counter-
term localized to the branch cut H with M3 ⊂ ∂H.
We now derive the 4D action SðcutÞ. Let us begin by

determining the action on the branch cut attaching to a
single D7-brane. The monodromy matrix is denoted T
in (2.9). Clearly, a B2 profile remains unchanged when
crossing the branch cut, and we now claim

SD7
ðcutÞ ¼

2πi
N

Z
H

PðB2Þ
2

ð2:18Þ

where H denotes the branch cut. For a ðp; qÞ 7-brane we

replace B2 by B½q;p�
2 ¼ pB2 þ qC2. Stacks of k D7-branes

then have action kSD7
ðcutÞ and similarly for stacks of ðp; qÞ

7-branes.
We argue for (2.18) by considering its action on

topological boundary conditions and via anomaly consid-
erations. The former amounts to checking that the branch
cut action indeed realizes the 0-form symmetry with
monodromy matrix ρ ¼ T on symmetry operators and
defect operators in 5D. The latter shows that the branch
cut carries off an anomaly sourced by the 7-brane insertion.
In [109] the action (2.18) is derived via condensation.
As a check, consider Dirichlet boundary conditions

jPGk
; Di realizing B2jr¼∞ ¼ D with global form G and

k counterterms proportional to PðDÞ stacked. Then collid-
ing the branch cut with the topological boundary amounts
to acting as

jPGk
; Di → expðSðcutÞÞjPGk

; Di ¼ jPGkþ1
; Di ð2:19Þ

which here stacks the boundary condition with the counter-
term ð2πi=NÞPðDÞ=2 without changing the polarization.
This is consistent with the fact that defects for P are Wilson
lines constructed from fundamental strings which are
not acted on upon crossing the branch cut. Therefore the
polarization must remain unchanged, and stacking the
branch cut with the boundary can at most add counterterms.
More generally this follows from T duality [5], and other
cases are argued for identically; we give explicit compu-
tations in Sec. IV.
With this we can give the branch cut term for any 7-brane

insertion (see Fig. 11). Any 7-brane can be represented as a
supersymmetric bound state of certain ðp; qÞ 7-branes
denoted A, B, C; their ðp; qÞ charges are (1,0),(3,1),(1,1)
respectively. All 7-branes are then of the form AlBrCs, and
their branch cut therefore supports the operator

Oðl;r;sÞ ¼ Ol
AO

r
BO

s
C ð2:20Þ

which is purely determined by the monodromy of the
7-brane and where

OA ¼ exp

�
2πi
N

Z
HA

PðB2Þ
2

�

OB ¼ exp

�
2πi
N

Z
HB

Pð3B2 þ C2Þ
2

�

OC ¼ exp

�
2πi
N

Z
HC

PðB2 þ C2Þ
2

�
: ð2:21Þ

Here B2, C2 are normalized to ZN-valued forms and HA,
HB, HC denote the branch cuts localizing the monodromy
of the respective brane stack. Note that it is not possible in
general to present Oðl;r;sÞ as a single exponential; the fields
B2, C2 are conjugate and do not commute. However, it is
possible to present it as a TFT [109].
Let us discuss possible anomalies. Note first that we have

the boundary condition B2jD7 ¼ 0 at the D7 locus. This
follows from noting that B2jD7 ≠ 0 implies that
along infinitesimal loops linking the D7-brane we have
C2 → C0

2 ≈ C2 þ B2jD7 leading to a discontinuous, ill-
defined profile for C2 contradicting the D7-brane solution.
In the M-theory dual picture this is equivalent to the torus
cycle corresponding to B2 shrinking at the D7-brane locus.
Backgrounds with only C2 turned on are invariant under
monodromy, and therefore we have no constraint on the C2

profile along the D7-brane.
When considering a stack of k D7-branes the boundary

condition is kB2jD7 ¼ 0 and together with B2 taking values
in ZN we have gcdðk; NÞB2jD7 ¼ 0. Now B2jD7 no longer
vanishes generically but takes values which are multiples of
N= gcdðk; NÞ. The C2 profile remains unconstrained.
Next, consider the background transformation

B → B þ dλ where λ is twisted by the monodromy of
the 7-brane, i.e., dλ is subject to the same boundary
conditions along the D7-brane as B2. The Pontryagin
square term PðB2Þ gives rise to a boundary term if and
only if gcdðk; NÞ ≠ 1. This anomaly must be absorbed by
the 3D TFT associated with the wrapped D7-branes.
The 3D TFT has nontrivial lines precisely when

gcdðk; NÞ ≠ 1. For this consider the dual M-theory geo-
metry of a D7-brane whose normal geometry is given by an

FIG. 11. The branch cut of attaching any 7-brane insertion can
be decomposed into branch cuts individually associated with
ðp; qÞ 7-branes.
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elliptic fibration Z over C with one Kodaira Ik singularity.
The boundary ∂Z of this normal geometry is elliptically
fibered over a circle and has first homology groups
H1ð∂ZÞ ¼ Z ⊕ Z ⊕ Zk. One free factor corresponds to
the base circle and can be neglected in our discussion. This
leaves us with Z ⊕ Zk. Of these, only the torsional
generator of Zk collapses at the Ik singularity, sweeping
out a noncompact two-cycle in the process. Wrapping an
M2-brane on this cycle constructs a Wilson line. In 5D we
work modulo N, and overall this gives a defect group of
lines isomorphic to Zgcdðk;NÞ for the 3D TFT. In Sec. III we
show that these lines organize into a 3D TFT with an
anomaly sourcing the one carried by the branch cut.
More generally the Pontryagin square terms on individ-

ual elementary branch cuts are anomalous under back-
ground transformations, and we have a local anomaly
flowing along each cut. Summing over branch cuts, the
net anomaly is then necessarily absorbed by the 7-brane
which can be viewed as an edge mode to the theories
localized on the branch cuts. Alternatively, the overall
anomaly is nonvanishing whenever the 7-brane sources an
anomaly.
Let us therefore discuss when 7-brane insertions source

anomalies in greater generality by studying the branch cut
terms. For this, let us first consider in the 5D symmetry TFT
the surface symmetry operators acting on the surface
defects constructed from ðp; qÞ strings. They are11

S½q;p�ðΣ2Þ ¼ exp

�
2πi
I
Σ2

ðpB2 þ qC2Þ
�
; ð2:22Þ

with integers p, q modulo N. Similarly to strings they are
transformed when stretching across the SLð2;ZÞ branch
cut. Consider a surface Σ2 separated by the branch cut H
into two components Σ2 ¼ Σþ

2 ∪ Σ−
2 . Then

S½q;p�ðΣþ
2 ÞS½q;p�ρðΣ−

2 Þ ¼ S½q;p�ðΣ2ÞS½q;p�ðρ−1ÞðΣ−
2 Þ ð2:23Þ

whenever the self-linking number of Σ2 in the 5D bulk
vanishes; see Fig. 10. This is interpreted as the intersection
of S½q;p�ðΣ2Þ with the branch cut sourcing S½q;p�ðρ−1ÞðΣ−

2 Þ.
Correspondingly, in terms of the ZN-valued 1-form
symmetry background fields this relation can be
expressed as

δ

�
ðρ − 1Þ

�
C2

B2

��
¼ A1 ∪

�
C2

B2

�
; ð2:24Þ

where A1 is the background field of the SLð2;ZÞ bundle
proportional to the Poincaré dual of the branch cut.
A priori, A1 takes values in Zn where n is the order of
ρ ∈ SLð2;ZÞ, or Uð1Þ when n is infinite, but in (2.24) this
A1 takes values in Zgcdðn;NÞ. In other words, A1 takes values
in Zgcdð4;NÞ or Zgcdð3;NÞ for duality12 and triality defects
respectively,13 and similar to (2.5) we have a relation
between normalizations of discrete-valued fields as (assum-
ing n is finite)

AZn
1 ¼ 1

gcdðn;NÞA
Zgcdðk;NÞ
1 ð2:25Þ

where AZl
1 has holonomies that take values p mod l.

Two related points to take into account are that one must
first choose a polarization to have an invertible anomaly
TFT, and in general ρ − 1 does not have an inverse in ZN
coefficients.14 We are motivated then to consider polariza-
tion choices that are duality/triality invariant, which is
consistent with the fact that otherwise, the topological
defect implementing the duality or triality defect is an
interface between separate theories rather than a symmetry
operator which may have a mixed ’t Hooft anomaly. Recall
that the background 1-form field for a given polarization
spans a one-dimensional subspace of SpanðC2; B2ÞT, and
we say that a polarization is duality or triality invariant if
there are nontrivial solutions to the following equation,
posed over ZN :

ðρ − 1ÞB2 ¼ 0; ð2:26Þ

which only has nontrivial solutions in ZK subgroups of ZN
where K ¼ gcdðk; NÞ and k is the coefficient appearing in
Table I.15 We denote such eigenvector solutions as Bρ

2

which is the product of an SLð2;ZÞ vector and the form
profile Bρ

2.
Consider for example the case of dualities that N is even.

We denote the lift to the fullZð1Þ
N -background field by Bρ

2 as
well where the two are related as

11Our definition differs from the definition S0ðp;qÞðΣ2Þ≡
Sðp;0ÞðΣ2ÞSð0;qÞðΣ2Þ as given in [106] by a phase with argument
proportional to the self-linking number of the surface Σ2. This
relative phase follows from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff for-
mula and noting that B2, C2 are conjugate variables in the 5D
TFT.

12One might ask whether one should call this order four
operation a “quadrality” operator. On local operators it is indeed
order two, which accounts for the terminology. This subtlety
between two versus four will show up later in our analysis of
mixed anomalies.

13There are also hexality defects which are furnished by 7-
branes of type II or II� whose background field in the 4D relative
theory is Zgcdð6;NÞ valued. We come back to these theories at the
end of the section to show that their mixed anomalies with the 1-
form symmetry are always trivial.

14In the cases when (ρ − 1) does have an inverse we have that
gcdð2; NÞ ¼ 0 or gcdð3; NÞ ¼ 0 making the anomaly trivial in
the first place.

15There are no solutions if K and N are coprime.
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ðBρ
2ÞZN ¼ 1

2
ðBρ

2ÞZ2 ð2:27Þ

when the lhs only takes values in the Z2 subgroup of ZN
generated by N=2 mod N. It will be clear that the anomaly
will be invariant under this choice of lift.
We can decompose the vector space as kerðρ − 1Þ ⊕

kerðρ − 1Þ⊥ where the latter is generated by vectors v such
that ðρ − 1Þv ¼ v. This allows us to define ðBρ

2Þ⊥ which
due to the SLð2;ZÞ invariant pairing ϵij in (2.17), allows us
to rewrite that coupling schematically as

R
Bρ
2 ∪ δðBρ

2Þ⊥.
Substituting (2.24) then allows us to derive the mixed
’t Hooft anomalies between 0-form duality/triality sym-

metries and Zð1Þ
N 1-form symmetries16:

Sduality ¼
2π

gcdð2; NÞ
Z

A1 ∪
PðBρ

2Þ
2

Striality ¼
2π

gcdð3; NÞ
Z

A1 ∪
PðBρ

2Þ
2

; ð2:28Þ

where we implemented the refinement Bρ
2 ∪ Bρ

2 →
PðBρ

2Þ=2 with P the Pontryagin square operation following
[1,11,153]. The normalization of discrete-valued fields is
motivated to match with [64] which, in our presentation,
means that we are using the lhs of (2.25) for the normali-
zation of A1 and the rhs of (2.5) for the normalization of the
Z2- or Z3-valued field Bρ

2.
17

We have that A1 is Poincaré dual to the branch cut H and
therefore

duality interface∶ Scut ¼
2π

gcdð2; NÞ
Z
H

PðBρ
2Þ

2

triality interface∶ Scut ¼
2π

gcdð3; NÞ
Z
H

PðBρ
2Þ

2
: ð2:29Þ

We conclude that upon inserting a 7-brane giving rise to the
anomaly (2.28), we can localize this anomaly to a single
branch cut with action (2.29). Conversely, in cases with no
net anomaly the anomaly localized to individual branch
cuts cancels, and therefore the branch cut term does not
admit a presentation as a simple exponential.
Let us now discuss another class of codimension one

bulk operators of the 5D symmetry TFT. We use this to
generalize the discussion of counterterm actions considered
above. Along these lines, fix B½q;p�

2 as the combination of
doublet fields which pulls back to a ðp; qÞ 7-brane (i.e., is
compatible with this choice of monodromy). Then, intro-
duce the operator:

O½q;p� ¼ exp
�
2πi
N

Z
M0

4

PðB½q;p�
2 Þ
2

�
; ð2:30Þ

whereM0
4 is a copy ofM4 deformed into the bulk of the 5D

TFT. It runs horizontally, parallel to the D3-brane world-
volume. More generally we could consider four manifolds
with the boundary in conjunction with various edge modes.

Here B½q;p�
2 ¼ pB2 þ qC2 is the form supported on the

branch cut of a ðp; qÞ 7-brane. When contracting the 5D
slab to 4D the branch cut is layered with the topological
boundary condition, and so the unitary operator O½q;p�
realizes an isomorphism on the vector space of boundary
conditions generated by fjPi;Diig (see Fig. 12). Let us
write

hPi;DijO½q;p� ¼ hP½q;p�
i ; Dij: ð2:31Þ

Note that whenever the SLð2;ZÞ vector ½q; p� is contained
in the polarization P then the corresponding topological
boundary condition is an eigenvector and O½q;p� acts by
stacking the boundary condition with a counterterm whose
profile is determined by the Dirichlet boundary condition.
However, more generally O½q;p� is not diagonal; in particu-
lar there is no operator O½q;p� which acts via counterterm
stacking on all topological boundary conditions.
We close this section by emphasizing that nothing about

this discussion requires a large N limit, the existence of a
holographic dual, or having N ¼ 4 supersymmetry.

III. DEFECT TFT

We now discuss the 3D TFT supported on the defect
constructed by wrapping some 7-brane on ∂X and its
coupling to the bulk 5D symmetry TFT. The main idea
will be to treat the wrapped 7-branes as codimension two
defects in the 5D theory. See Appendix B for a discussion
of how dimensional reduction of the 7-brane on ∂X can
result in such topological terms.

FIG. 12. The operator O½q;p� is defined on M0
4 in the 5D bulk

which is homotopic to either boundary. The operator acts on the
topological boundary condition jP;Di by colliding M0

4 with the
corresponding boundary component.

16In Sduality, observe that we take a gcd with respect to 2 rather
then N because the operation is order two on local operators.

17For the duality case, only the image of A1 in the quotient
Z4=Z2 ≃ Z2 couples to Bρ

2 which explains the factor gcdð2; NÞ
rather than gcdð4; NÞ.
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A. Minimal Abelian TFT from defects

Consider the setup of the previous section consisting of a
stack of 7-branes of type F with monodromy matrix ρ
compactified on ∂X to 3D in the presence of N D3-branes
located at the apex of X, the cone over ∂X. This produces a
3D TFT T supported onM3 coupled to the worldvolume of
the D3-brane stack.
Let us begin by considering case 1 with a horizontal

branch cut (along H←) for which there is a single topo-
logical boundary condition along the asymptotic boundary.
The 7-brane is located at x̄⊥ and separates the D3-
worldvolume into two half-spaces x̄⊥ > x⊥ and x̄⊥ < x⊥.
Previously we studied, via the Hanany-Witten transition,

the consequence of dragging lines in Pi through M3 for
i ¼ 1, 2. Now consider two lines of equal but opposite
asymptotic charge in each of the half-spaces and collide
these. This produces a line operator and is interpreted as an
open string running between the 7-branes and the D3-
branes. If the lines have charges �½q; p� then the latter is a
string of charge ½q; p�ð1 − ρÞ (see Fig. 13). These are
precisely the lines not inherent to the 3D TFT T ; they can
be moved off M3. The inherent lines of the 3D TFT are
associated with open strings running between the 7-branes
and D3-branes modulo this screening effect.
With this the line defects of T are simply the line defects

of the 7-brane stack modulo N. Let us study the lines of T
in the absence of the D3-brane flux, i.e., we do not impose
screening modulo N.
In order to study the spin (in the sense of [12,34]) of such

lines, consider the purely geometric M-/F-theory dual setup
of an isolated stack of such 7-branes consisting of a local
K3 surface Z → C. The boundary ∂Z → S1 has first
homology H1ð∂ZÞ ≅ Z ⊕ cokerðρ − 1Þ, and line defects
charged under the center symmetry of the system are
constructed by wrapping M2-branes on cones over tor-
sional one cycles in H1ð∂ZÞ. Let us assume that this
homology group is isomorphic to Zk with generator γ.
This torsional one cycle is contained in the elliptic fiber; we
write γ ¼ rσa þ sσb (in the obvious notation) for one of its
representatives. This is dual to a string of chargeQ ¼ ½s; r�.
We have kγ ¼ 0, and k copies of the corresponding string
are screened in the F-theory setup.
The spin of the lines associated with γ is now determined

by the refined self-linking number of γ in ∂Z as given by

lðγ; γÞ ¼ 1

2k
γ · Σγ mod 1; ð3:1Þ

where ∂Σγ ¼ kγ, determines the spin h½Lγ� ¼ lðLγ; LγÞ ¼
m=2k of the line Lγ (see Table I). For a stack of k ðp; qÞ
7-branes we have m ¼ k − 1.
Let us now take the screening effects due to the D3-brane

flux into account. In this case the lines of 3D TFT T
trivialize modulo N and k, and therefore give rise to
a 1-form symmetry ZK with charged lines Lγ and
K ¼ gcdðk; NÞ. Whenever mK ∈ 2Z and gcdðm;KÞ ¼ 1
it follows from the general discussion in [12] that the lines
Lγ form a consistent minimal Abelian TFT denoted
AK;m.18 For branes of constant axiodilaton and stacks of
ðp; qÞ 7-branes we have gcdðk;mÞ ¼ 1 and therefore
gcdðK;mÞ ¼ 1 follows. When these two conditions are
met we have

T ½B� ¼ AK;m½B� ⊗ T 0 ð3:2Þ

where T 0 is a decoupled TFT with lines neutral under the
ZK 1-form symmetry and B is a 2-form background field
for the 1-form symmetry which follows from the coupling
of the open strings running between the D3-branes and
7-branes to ðB2; C2Þ and is B ¼ QiBij7−brane which is
SLð2;ZÞ invariant where Q is the charge vector of the
strings.
The charge vector Qi associated with γ is defined as

modulo vectors in the image of ρ − 1. Consider the charge
vector Q0

i ¼ Qi þ ðqðρ − 1ÞÞi in the same coset. Then, B
changes as

B ¼ QiBi → Q0
iB

i ¼ QiBi þ ðqðρ − 1ÞÞiBi

¼ QiBi þ qiððρ − 1ÞBÞi; ð3:3Þ

FIG. 13. Collision of line defect of charge ½q; p�with line defect
−½q; p�ρ. Conversely, line defects of charge ½q; p�ð1 − ρÞ are lines
not inherent to the 3D TFT T .

FIG. 14. Line operators of T coupled to the 4D theory are open
strings running between the 7-branes and the D3-brane stack. The
lines Ln

γ organize into the minimal Abelian TFTAK;mwhereK,m
follow from the elliptic data of the 7-brane.

18AK;m is defined as a minimal 3D TFT with Zð1Þ
K symmetry,

whose symmetry lines have spins given by h½as�≡ ms2
2K mod 1,

where a is a generating symmetry line such that aK ¼ 1.
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and for this coupling to be well defined we require the
profile of B to lie in the kernel of ρ − 1 modulo K.
For example, consider N ¼ 2 with insertion of a 7-brane

of type F ¼ III�. We compute k ¼ 2 and therefore K ¼ 2.
The eigenvector is Bρ

2 ¼ Bρ
2½1; 1�t, and the background

in (3.2) is B ¼ Bρ
2. We have T ½Bρ

2� ¼ A2;1½Bρ
2� ⊗ T 0.

When K ¼ 1 no eigenvector exists; Bρ
2 vanishes, and T

has no lines coupling to the bulk. In this case T does not
absorb an anomaly.
We note that this discussion of the TFT T is independent

of branch cut choice and therefore extends to cases 2, 3,
and 4.
Next, let us discuss case 2 with vertically running branch

cut terminating on the 0-form operator DðM0
3; B

ρ
2Þ con-

tained in the D3-worldvolume. This is another defect
possibly supporting a 3D TFT. We claim that for all
parameter values DðM0

3; B
ρ
2Þ does not support a TFT

interacting with the bulk. As discussed previously, the
operator DðM0

3; B
ρ
2Þ realizes a gluing condition on the

enriched Neumann boundary condition set by the D3-brane
stack and, is not realized by a 7-brane. Therefore, no strings
end on M0

3, and it does not support a defect group of its
own, in contrast to the 7-brane insertion. With this we
conjecture that the TFT living at the intersection is trivial or
at least does not interact with the bulk.

IV. EXAMPLE: N = 4 SCFTs

In the previous section we presented a general discussion
of how 7-branes implement duality defects in systems
obtained from D3-branes probing an isolated Calabi-Yau
singularity. In particular, we saw that the structure of the
branch cuts leads to distinct implementations for various
sorts of duality defects (as well as triality defects). In this
section we show that this matches the available results in
the literature for N ¼ 4 SYM theory, in particular the case
where the gauge algebra is suð2Þ. Our construction readily
generalizes to higher rank Lie algebras, and (deferring the
classification of possible global realizations of the gauge
group) this provides a uniform perspective for duality
defects in other N ¼ 4 SCFTs realized by probe
D3-branes. Combining this with the discussion in
Appendix C, we anticipate that the same considerations
will also apply to the full set of N ¼ 4 SCFTs.
Before proceeding, let us briefly spell out our notational

conventions, which essentially follow those of referen-
ces [5,82]. All possible global forms are given by SUð2Þi
and SOð3Þ�;i, i ¼ 0, 1. Here SUð2Þ is the electric polari-
zation where only the Wilson lines with ðze; zmÞ ¼ ð1; 0Þ
are present; SOð3Þþ is the global form in which only the
’t Hooft lines with ðze; zmÞ ¼ ð0; 1Þ are present, and for
SOð3Þ− only the dyonic lines with ðze; zmÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ are
present. On top of that, we use i ¼ 0, 1 to specify the

absence or presence of a counterterm δS ¼ −
R PðBÞ

2
, where

B is the background gauge field for the Zð1Þ
2 1-form

symmetry.

A. Duality defects in suð2Þ SYMN = 4 theory

Duality defects for 4D N ¼ 4 suð2Þ supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory can be constructed field theoretically via
the constructions in [64] for Kramers-Wannier-like defects
and half-space gauging [85]. We present the string theory
construction for emphasizing both differences and similar-
ities between the two approaches.

1. KOZ construction of Kramers-Wannier-like duality
defects

Let us first discuss the construction of [64] for Kramers-
Wannier-like duality defects and its string theory realiza-
tion. We start with a lighting review of the field-theoretic
construction and refer the reader to [64] for more details.
Consider the SOð3Þ− theory, with 1-form symmetry back-
ground field B and mixed anomaly

π

Z
M5

Að1Þ ∪
PðBÞ
2

; ð4:1Þ

where Að1Þ is the background field for a Z2 0-form
symmetry, here S duality on local operators at τ ¼ i.
Denote by DðM3; BÞ the codimension one topological
operator realizing this Z2 symmetry operator in the
presence of a 1-form background B. The mixed anomaly
implies that

DðM0
3; BÞ exp

�
iπ
Z
H0

PðBÞ
2

�
ð4:2Þ

is invariant under background transformations of B. Here,
H0 ⊂ M4 is a half-space of the spacetime M4 with
∂H0 ¼ M0

3. Similarly, the minimal Abelian TFT A2;1 is
an edge mode, and the combination

A2;1ðM3; BÞ exp
�
iπ
Z
H

PðBÞ
2

�
ð4:3Þ

is also invariant under background transformations of B,
here ∂H ¼ M3. We can therefore consider

A2;1ðM3; BÞ exp
�
iπ
Z
H00

PðBÞ
2

�
DðM0

3; BÞ ð4:4Þ

with ∂H00 ¼ M3 −M0
3, and an invertible codimension one

defect in SOð3Þ− theory is constructed contracting H00 and
settingM3 ¼ M0

3. Gauging B to the global form SUð2Þ, this
defect becomes noninvertible.
Now we turn to the string theory realization of the duality

defects. We introduce a 7-brane of type III� wrapped on
M3 × S5 with the branch cut intersecting with D3-branes at
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M0
3, separating the 4D spacetime into two parts. From

Table I, τ ¼ i is the fixed value of III� monodromy so we
are able to have τ ¼ i on the full worldvolume of the
D3-branes and realize the operator DðM0

3; B
ρ
2Þ on M0

3. The
3D TFT supported on M3 is determined by the type of 7-
brane, which can be read from Table I for type III� is
A2;1½Bρ

2� ⊗ T 0. The left picture in Fig. 15 illustrates this
construction in terms of the 5D symmetry TFT slab.

Contracting the 5D slab to 4D then stacks A2;1ðM3; B
ρ
2Þ

and DðM0
3; B

ρ
2Þ, which gives rise to the 3D duality defect

N ðM3; B
ρ
2Þ within the 4D spacetime. Note that the whole

construction so far is independent of the choice of the
global structure of the theory. In other words, one can
choose any boundary condition at r ¼ ∞ for the 5D
symmetry TFT and then contract the slab. In the case of
SUð2Þ and SOð3Þþ, the Bρ

2 is a dynamical field in the 4D
bulk soN ðBρ

2Þ is a noninvertible defect since it nontrivially
couples to the 4D theory. In the case of SOð3Þ−, Bρ

2 is a
background and nondynamical; therefore N ðBρ

2Þ is invert-
ible. This perfectly matches the result from the field theory
perspective and is identified as a nonintrinsic defect
in [106].

2. Half-space gauging construction

Let us now give the string theoretic setup for the half-
space gauging construction in [85]. For example, we insert
a 7-brane of type F ¼ III� into the bulk and with a
horizontally running branch cut which funnels the anomaly
sourced by this insertion to infinity (see Fig. 16).
We claim that this realizes half-space gauging. This

follows since Bρ
2 is oriented along the polarization of the

global form SOð3Þ−; we therefore have

hPSUð2Þ0 ; Dj exp
�
iπ
Z

PðBρ
2Þ=2

�
¼
X
d

hPSUð2Þ0 ; DjPSOð3Þ−;0 ; dihPSOð3Þ−;0 ; dj exp
�
iπ
Z

PðdÞ=2
�

¼
X
d

hPSUð2Þ1 ; DjPSOð3Þ−;0 ; dihPSOð3Þ−;0 ; dj exp
�
iπ
Z

PðDÞ=2þ PðdÞ=2
�

¼
X
d

hPSOð3Þ−;0 ; dj exp
�
iπ
Z

PðDÞ=2þD ∪ dþ PðdÞ=2
�

¼
X
d

hPSOð3Þ−;1 ; dj exp
�
iπ
Z

D ∪ d

�
exp

�
iπ
Z

PðDÞ=2
�

¼ hPSOð3Þþ;1
; Dj exp

�
iπ
Z

PðDÞ=2
�

¼ hPSOð3Þþ;0
; Dj ð4:5Þ

as anticipated by noting that the S-duality branch cut
interchanges electric and magnetic lines. Here the sums
run over Z2-valued 2-forms d (see Fig. 16).
Note that the operation of half-space gauging is not

realized universally by one type of 7-brane. For example, in
the above hPSOð3Þ−;r j is mapped to hPSOð3Þ−;rþ1

j, with index r
mod 2, by branch cut stacking, and the global structure is
preserved.
For this reason, it is instructive to study the other possible

operators of type O½q;p� as introduced in (2.31). The full
generating set is

FIG. 15. Insertion of a 7-brane of type III� into the 5D
symmetry TFT of 4D N ¼ 4 SYM with vertically running
branch cut, and global structure SUð2Þ0 constructs the symmetry
operator N ðM3; B

ρ
2Þ ¼ A2;1ðM3; B

ρ
2Þ ⊗ DðM3; B

ρ
2Þ introduced

in [64]. Here tensor product denotes stacking as a consequence
of contracting the branch cut. The background Bρ

2 is the back-
ground field for the global form SOð3Þ−. In particular it is not the
background field for SUð2Þ, and therefore N couples dynami-
cally to the theories on both half-spaces.

FIG. 16. Insertion of a 7-brane of type III� into the 5D
symmetry TFT of 4D N ¼ 4 SYM with horizontal running
branch cut and topological boundary condition SUð2Þ0 gives rise
to half-space gauging as in [85].
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O½1;0� ¼ exp

�
iπ
Z

PðC2Þ=2
�

O½0;1� ¼ exp

�
iπ
Z

PðB2Þ=2
�

O½1;1� ¼ exp

�
iπ
Z

PðB2 þ C2Þ=2
�
; ð4:6Þ

and for the case of 7-branes of typeF ¼ III� we haveO½1;1�
realized on the branch cut. Repeating computations similar
to (4.5), we find the results displayed in Fig. 17. The global
forms related by gauging are [82]

SUð2Þ0 ↔ SOð3Þþ;0

SUð2Þ1 ↔ SOð3Þ−;0
SOð3Þþ;1 ↔ SOð3Þ−;1: ð4:7Þ

We can now give the completely general procedure. Pick a
pair of global forms in (4.7) to be realized on two half-spaces.
Then, determine the operator O½q;p� connecting these:

O½1;1�∶ SUð2Þ0 ↔ SOð3Þþ;0

O½1;0�∶ SUð2Þ1 ↔ SOð3Þ−;0
O½0;1�∶ SOð3Þþ;1 ↔ SOð3Þ−;1: ð4:8Þ

Next determine the 7-brane which supports O½q;p� on their

branch cut. These are for example F ¼ III�; I½0;1�1 ; I½1;0�1

respectively where the latter two are D7- and [0, 1]-7-branes.

Note that in all casesBρ
2 is neither the background field for the

left nor for the right global form on each half-space.
Consequently, the minimal Abelian TFT supported on the
7-brane interacts with the degrees of freedom in both half-
spaces. This leads to the defect realizing a noninvertible
symmetry.

B. Triality defects in suð2Þ SYMN = 4 theory

Let us move to triality defects in the suð2Þ theory. We
will see that in this case, only the half-space gauging
construction works, which aligns with the fact that triality
defects for suð2Þ are intrinsic.

1. KOZ construction of Kramers-Wannier-like
triality defects

We first consider the construction following [64] and
show how it does not work. In this case the branch cut of
the 7-brane is vertical and ends on the worldvolume of the
D3-branes. Therefore, we are restricted in our construction
to 7-branes whose monodromy has fixed points at
τ ¼ iπ

3
or τ ¼ 2πi

3
, which are values necessary for triality

defects [82,85].
Let us take the type IV� 7-brane as an example. Consider

a similar setup as in Fig. 15, but with the type IV� instead of
III� 7-brane. Naively, one may expect 3D TFTs A3;2ðBρ

2Þ
and DðM0

3; B
ρ
2Þ living on the two ends of the branch cut,

respectively. However, in the case of suð2Þ theory, where
B2 and C2 are both Z2 fields in the bulk, there is in fact no
nontrivial Bρ

2 preserved by the type IV� 7-brane mono-
dromy, and hence the 7-brane does not source an anomaly.
So the setup with inserted 7-branes reduces to studying the
branch cut. This is nicely aligned with our discussion on the
mixed anomalies shown in (2.28). For triality defects of
suð2Þ theory, the mixed anomaly between the triality
symmetry and the 1-form symmetry is trivial.

2. Half-space gauging construction

All of the ingredients we need to build triality defects are
already introduced in Sec. IVA 2. Let us take SOð3Þ−;0
theory as an example. From (4.8) we know that SOð3Þ−;0
turns into SUð2Þ1 under half-space gauging, which can be
realized by acting with the operator O½1;0� living on the
horizontal branch cut off a (0,1)-7-brane. We can then insert
a D7-brane into the bulk, so that the operator O½0;1� on the
horizontal branch cut is introduced. This leads to adding a
counterterm for the SUð2Þ1 theory, so that it becomes the
SUð2Þ0 theory. According to [5], the SUð2Þ0 theory is
indeed dual to SOð3Þ−;0 via the modular transformation
T · S. Therefore by contracting the 5D TFT slab, we indeed
get a triality defect N 3.
Furthermore, in this case we are able to determine the

lines of the TFTN 3. First, note that the insertion of a single
ðp; qÞ 7-brane gives a 3D defect with no lines of its own.

FIG. 17. Operators O½q;p� for 4D N ¼ 4 suð2Þ gauge theory.
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See the discussion in Sec. II A. However, when inserting
multiple 7-branes, as shown in Fig. 18, the combined
system can contain line defects which are constructed by
ðp; qÞ string junctions terminating at the 7-brane insertion
and the D3-brane locus. This generalizes the setup dis-
played in Fig. 14. These lines constitute the lines of the 3D
TFT obtained from the fusion of the TFT supported at the
individual 7-brane insertions. In the case of the triality
defect we may have Y-shaped string junctions ending on
N L, N R and at r ¼ 0, and these descend to the lines of the
triality defect N 3, the fusion of N L with N R.
The line defects of N 3 are therefore determined by the

total monodromy ρ ¼ ρLρR. In the case whereN L, N R are

respectively engineered by I½0;1�1 ; I½1;0�1 type fibers the overall
monodromy has trivial cokernel cokerðρ − 1Þ, and there-
fore there are no additional lines coupling to the fields
B2, C2.
Triality defects for other global structures of suð2Þ can

be realized following the same steps. Figure 19 illustrates
the generic construction, for which we specify ingredients
for all cases in Table II.

C. Defects in the suðNÞ case
With these examples in hand, we now generalize our

discussion to construct duality and triality defects for

suðNÞ theories with N ¼ 4 supersymmetry. In this case,
a complete treatment would first require the classification
of possible global forms of the theory. Rather than proceed
in this way, we mainly focus on how things work in the
purely electric case, where the gauge group is SUðNÞ, as
well as the purely magnetic case, where the gauge group
is SUðNÞ=ZN .
First, consider the construction of Kramers-Wannier-

like duality defects from 7-brane insertions with vertical
branch cuts attaching to the D3-brane worldvolume. For
duality/triality defects of suðNÞ theories, if there is a
nontrivial Bρ

2 living on the vertical branch cut, one can
always choose a topological boundary condition for the
5D TFT, i.e., a global structure of the 4D gauge theory, so
that Bρ

2 is the nondynamical background gauge field. One
then ends up with an invertible duality/triality defect
N ðM3; B

ρ
2Þ in this duality frame, so it is a nonintrinsic

duality/triality defect [106]. On the other hand, if there is
no nontrivial Bρ

2 that can be defined on the branch cut, the
mixed anomaly is trivial; hence the construction of [64]
does not work. This leads to an intrinsic duality/triality
defect [106] which can only be realized by half-space
gauging.
From now on, we focus on providing a universal

realization for the half-space gauging construction with
N generic.

FIG. 18. Left: sketch of the 5D symmetry TFT for 4D N ¼ 4 suð2Þ theory with two 7-brane insertions of type F ¼ I½1;0�1 ; I½0;1�1 and
branch cut operators O½1;0�;O½0;1� respectively. Right: sketch of the 5D slab contracted to 4D; top and bottom are equivalent. The top or
bottom figure shows the 4D theory when the 7-brane insertions are displaced or aligned along x⊥ respectively. The latter results in the
triality defect N 3.

FIG. 19. Left: Triality defects construction for 4DN ¼ 4 suð2Þ theory from the 5D symmetry TFTwith two 7-brane insertions of type
FL, FR and branch cut operators OFL ;OFR respectively.
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1. Duality defects

As we already discussed, 7-branes with the horizontal
branch cut in the 5D TFT give rise to topological
manipulations possibly changing the global structure,
and/or adding counterterms for the 4D theory. In order
to build duality defects, we need 7-branes with topological
manipulations which can be compensated exactly by that of
the modular S or S−1 transformation. Recall the S trans-
formation is defined by

S∶½q; p� → ½q; p�
�

0 1

−1 0

�
; τ → −

1

τ
ð4:9Þ

where p and q are electric and magnetic charges respec-
tively. In our string theory construction, p and q are charges
for F1 and D1 strings respectively. Therefore, the candidate
7-branes for duality defects are type III and III�, whose
monodromy matrices ρ have the same actions on the ½q; p�
charges as S and S−1. Therefore, by inserting III or III�
7-branes and contracting the 5D TFT slab, the 4D theory in
the half-space acted on by the branch cut is dual to the
original theory in the other half-space via a modular S or
S−1 transformation. This realizes duality defects at τ ¼ i.
See the left picture of Fig. 20.

Let us now discuss topological operators living on the
branch cut. From now on, we will focus on the case of the
type III� 7-brane, but the following discussion also works
for the type III 7-brane similarly. For generic values of N,
i.e., B2 and C2 both ZN valued, it is not always possible to
define a Bρ

2 which is invariant under the III� monodromy
matrix. So it seems unclear how to build topological
operators living on the branch cut. However, it is always
possible to factorize the monodromy matrix into elements
in SLð2;ZNÞ, such that the branch cut is correspondingly
separated for each element where a nontrivial Bρ

2 can be
defined. In fact, the type III� 7-brane can be constructed by
three simple types of ðp; qÞ 7-branes:

A∶ð1; 0Þ; B∶ð3; 1Þ; C∶ð1; 1Þ; ð4:10Þ

as

III�∶ A6BC2: ð4:11Þ

The monodromy matrix for a ðp; qÞ 7-brane is given by

ρðp;qÞ ¼
�
1þ pq p2

−q2 1 − pq

�
; ð4:12Þ

under which pB2 þ qC2 is obviously always invariant.
Therefore, based on our discussion in Sec. II, on the branch
cut with monodromy matrix ρðp;qÞ, we can define a 4D
topological operator:

Oðp;qÞ ¼ exp

�
2πi
N

Z
PðpB2 þ qC2Þ

2

�
: ð4:13Þ

Now we can separate the branch cut of the III� 7-brane
into multiple ones corresponding to the monodromy
matrices for C2; B, and A6, respectively. See the right
picture of Fig. 20. Stacking topological operators living on
all branch cuts together, we end up with the topological
operator for the type III� 7-brane:

OIII� ¼ exp

�
2πi × 6

N

Z
PðB2Þ

2

�

× exp

�
2πi
N

Z
Pð3B2 þ C2Þ

2

�

× exp

�
2πi × 2

N

Z
PðB2 þ C2Þ

2

�
: ð4:14Þ

This is well defined for ZN-valued B2 and C2 with N
generic.
For the suð2Þ theory, the first and the third factors in

(4.14) are both trivial. The second term becomes
exp ðiπ R PðB2 þ C2Þ=2Þ because B2 is Z2 valued. Now
OIII� exactly reduces to the operator O½1;1� we discussed
around (4.6), realizing noninvertible duality defects for

TABLE II. Triality defect constructions for all global structures
of suð2Þ, with all ingredients illustrated in Fig. 19.

PGm
FR, FL ZPL

ðDÞ; ZP0 ðDÞ, ZPR
ðDÞ

SUð2Þ0 III�; I½1;0�1
ZSOð3Þþ;1

ðDÞ; ZSOð3Þþ;0
ðDÞ, ZSUð2Þ0ðDÞ

SUð2Þ1 I½1;0�1 ; III� ZSOð3Þ−;1ðDÞ; ZSOð3Þ−;0ðDÞ, ZSUð2Þ1ðDÞ
SOð3Þþ;0 III�; I½0;1�1

ZSUð2Þ1ðDÞ; ZSUð2Þ0ðDÞ, ZSOð3Þþ;0
ðDÞ

SOð3Þþ;1 I½0;1�1 ; III� ZSOð3Þ−;0ðDÞ; ZSOð3Þ−;1ðDÞ, ZSOð3Þþ;1
ðDÞ

SOð3Þ−;0 I½1;0�1 ; I½0;1�1
ZSUð2Þ0ðDÞ; ZSUð2Þ1ðDÞ, ZSOð3Þ−;0ðDÞ

SOð3Þ−;1 I½0;1�1 ; I½1;0�1
ZSOð3Þþ;0

ðDÞ; ZSOð3Þþ;1
ðDÞ, ZSOð3Þ−;1ðDÞ

FIG. 20. Type III� 7-brane with monodromy inverse to S
duality. Left: the monodromy is localized onto a single branch
cut. Right: the monodromy is localized onto three distinct branch
cuts associated with stacks of ðp; qÞ 7-branes. Bottom: contrac-
tion of the 5D slab to 4D.
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SUð2Þ and SOð3Þþ. For the suð3Þ theory, the operator
reduces to

OIII�
N¼3 ¼ exp

�
2πi
3

Z
PðC2Þ

2

�
exp

�
4πi
3

Z
PðB2 þ C2Þ

2

�
:

ð4:15Þ

Acting with this operator on, for example, the
boundary conditions of the 5D TFT which result in the
SUð3Þ0 theory, one can do a similar computation as in (4.5)
and reach the PSUð3Þ0;0 theory,19 which is dual to SUð3Þ0
theory via the modular S transformation [106]. Hence, this
realizes noninvertible duality defects. Note the fact that
duality defects for suð2Þ and suð3Þ are respectively
nonintrinsic and intrinsic, but our construction provides
a simple unified realization for them. In fact, our
construction works for all values of N regardless of its
divisors.

2. Triality defects

Triality defects from 7-branes can be built following
similar steps as in duality defects. In order to find an order
three topological manipulation, we need to consider
7-branes with monodromy matrices acting on ½q; p�-string
charges which can be compensated by modular trans-
formations Sm · Tn or Tm · Sn, with m ¼ �1; n ¼ �1.
The candidate 7-branes with this desired property include
the Kodaiar types II; II�; IV, and IV�.
As in the case of duality defects, we will focus on one

certain type of 7-brane, and all other candidates work in a
similar way. Let us take the IV� 7-brane as an example. In
order to define the topological operator living on its branch
cut consistently for all N, we separate its branch cut
into multiple ones. Each of these branch cuts provides a
monodromy as an element in SLð2;ZÞ. In IIB
string/F-theory, the IV� 7-brane admits a standard decom-
position

type IV�∶ A5BC2; ð4:16Þ

where A, B, and C are elementary ðp; qÞ 7-branes defined
in (4.10). Therefore, we can now separate the branch cut of
the IV� 7-brane into those corresponding to the mono-
dromy matrices for C2; B, and A5 7-branes, respectively.
Stacking topological operators living on all branch cuts
together, we end up with the operator for the type IV�
7-brane as

OIV� ¼ exp

�
2πi × 5

N

Z
PðB2Þ

2

�

× exp

�
2πi
N

Z
Pð3B2 þ C2Þ

2

�

× exp

�
2πi × 2

N

Z
PðB2 þ C2Þ

2

�
: ð4:17Þ

For the suð2Þ theory, the third factor in (4.17) degen-
erates, so the operator reduces to

OIV�
N¼2 ¼ exp

�
πi
Z

PðB2Þ
2

�
exp

�
πi
Z

PðB2 þ C2Þ
2

�
;

ð4:18Þ

which reads as O½0;1� ·O½1;1� under the definition (4.6)
for suð2Þ. One can easily see from Fig. 17 that this
corresponds to triality defects. For example, starting
from SOð3Þ−;0, this topological operator corresponds
to first adding a counterterm and then gauging. The
resulting theory is SOð3Þþ;1, which is dual to SOð3Þ−;0
via modular S · T transformation, thus realizing triality
defects. For the suð3Þ theory, the operator for IV� 7-brane
reduces to

OIV�
N¼3 ¼ exp

�
4πi
3

Z
PðB2Þ=2

�
exp

�
2πi
3

Z
PðC2Þ=2

�

× exp

�
4πi
3

Z
PðB2 þ C2Þ=2

�
: ð4:19Þ

Acting with this operator on, for example, the SUð3Þ0
theory, one can do a similar computation as in (4.5) and
reach the PSUð3Þ1;0 theory, which is dual to SUð3Þ0 theory
via a modular S · T−1 transformation [106], thus realizing
noninvertible duality defects. As in the case of duality
defects, triality defects for suð2Þ and suð3Þ are of different
types, namely intrinsic for suð2Þ and nonintrinsic for
suð3Þ. However, our construction does not depend on this
difference and provides a simple unified realization for
them. In fact, our construction works for all values of N
regardless of its divisors.

V. EXAMPLE: N = 1 SCFTs

In this section we show that the considerations of the
previous sections readily extend to a broad class of N ¼ 1
SCFTs. We focus on the case of D3-brane probes of an
isolated Calabi-Yau threefold singularity. It is well known
that this can be characterized in terms of a quiver gauge
theory. In this characterization, the IIB axiodilaton
descends to a specific marginal coupling of the gauge
theory. In particular, the IIB SLð2;ZÞ duality group
descends to a specific non-Abelian duality group action
at this special point in the moduli space. In particular,

19Here we denote global structures with the notation in [106],
with the two subindices for different background gauge fields and
counterterms respectively. The overline means an opposite sign
for the background field compared with that without an overline.
Explicitly, PSUð3Þ0;0 means background field purely magnetic
−C2 without counterterm.
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at the special points in moduli space given by τIIB ¼ i and
τIIB ¼ expð2πi=6Þ we expect there to be duality/
triality defects which act on the resulting N ¼ 1 SCFTs.
Of course, at these points of strong coupling the sense in
which the weakly coupled Lagrangian description in terms
of a quiver gauge theory is actually available is less clear,
but the definition of the field theory is still clear.
An important feature of this more general class of
SCFTs is that we typically have more 0-form symmetries,
and we can also consider passing the associated defects
charged under these symmetries through the duality/triality
defects.
To begin, let us recall some basic properties of these

D3-brane probes of Calabi-Yau threefold singularities.20

In general terms, we get quiver gauge theories with gauge
algebra suðN1Þ × suðN2Þ × � � � × suðNMÞ, with M the
number of quiver gauge factors. Each gauge group
factor has a complexified gauge coupling τi which
specifies a marginal coupling of the SCFT. In an SCFT
realized by a probe D3-brane, there exists a linear
combination of these τi which corresponds to the IIB
axiodilaton

τIIB ¼
X
i

niτi; ð5:1Þ

where the ni are positive integers which depend on
the details of the geometry. There is a special subspace
in the conformal manifold, computed in [157], at which
the SLð2;ZÞ duality group action of type IIB strings
descends to the SCFT.
In any case, the IIB SLð2;ZÞ duality descends to a

field-theoretic duality, much as in the N ¼ 4 case, and
just as there, this also changes the global structure of the
theory. The 1-form symmetry depends on the global
structure of the theory. For example, with gauge group
SUðNÞM, the N ¼ 1 theory has a purely electric ZN
1-form symmetry, which is the diagonal center of all
SUðNÞ groups. The charged Wilson lines can be built, as
in the N ¼ 4 case, by F1 strings stretched between D3-
branes and the asymptotic boundary ∂X of Calabi-Yau
threefold X.
The construction of duality/triality defects in N ¼ 4

theories readily generalizes to N ¼ 1 theories. Indeed, our
analysis carries over essentially unchanged, with 7-branes
wrapped on the boundary ∂X of the Calabi-Yau cone X
probed by the stack of D3-branes. In this sense, we
automatically implement duality/triality defects in these
N ¼ 1 SCFTs just from the top down origin as D3-brane
probe theories.

However, this is not the end of the story. Compared
with the N ¼ 4 case where X ¼ C3, in the N ¼ 1 case,
the boundary topology ∂X will in general be more
intricate. In particular, dimensional reduction of the
10D supergravity on ∂X will result in a symmetry TFT
with additional fields and interactions terms. These addi-
tional fields indicate the presence of more symmetries for
the 4D field theory, and these can also be stacked with the
duality defect. Here we explain some of the main elements
of this construction, focusing on how 0-form symmetry
topological operators behave under crossing a duality
defect.

A. Symmetry TFTs via IIB string theory

We will now present a top down approach to extracting
symmetry TFTs forN ¼ 1 SCFTs via IIB on a Calabi-Yau
threefold X. We will reduce the topological term of IIB
action on the asymptotic boundary ∂X of the internal
manifold X, which is a Sasaki-Einstein five manifold.
This procedure involves treating the various IIB super-
gravity fluxes as elements in differential cohomology (see,
e.g., [158,159]). Reduction of the linking five manifold
leads to a symmetry TFT, as explained in [70] (see
also [8,134]). Compared with the N ¼ 4 case, this reduc-
tion leads to additional fields and interaction terms.
More explicitly, consider D3-branes probing a

compact Calabi-Yau threefold X with an isolated singu-
larity at the tip of the cone. For ease of exposition, we
assume that the asymptotic boundary ∂X has the coho-
mology classes

H�ð∂XÞ ¼ fZ; 0;Zb2 ⊕ TorH2ð∂XÞ;Zb2 ;TorH4ð∂XÞ;Zg;
ð5:2Þ

which covers many cases of interest. In the above, b2 is the
second Betti number. Although not exhaustive, the cases
covered by line (5.2) include an infinite family of Calabi-
Yau singularities, including C3=Γ with isolated singular-
ities, as well as complex cones over del Pezzo surfaces.
The relevant term in the IIB supergravity action descends
from the IIB topological term21

−
Z
M4×X

C4 ∧ dB2 ∧ dC2 → −
Z
M4×X

F̆5⋆H̆3⋆Ğ3: ð5:3Þ

Based on (5.2), we can expand F̆5; H̆3 and Ğ3 as

20There is vast literature on the subject of D-brane probes of
singularities; see, e.g., [154–156] for reviews.

21Here we neglect a subtlety with the 5-form field strength
being self-dual. This amounts to a choice of quadratic refinement
in an auxiliary 11D spacetime. See [8,146,147,160].
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F̆5 ¼ f̆5⋆1̆þ
Xb2
α¼1

f̆ðαÞ3 ⋆ŭ2ðαÞ þ
Xb2
α¼1

f̆2ðαÞ⋆ŭ
ðαÞ
3 þ Nv̆olþ

X
i

ĔðiÞ
3 ⋆t̆2ðiÞ þ

X
i

Ĕ1ðiÞ⋆t̆
ðiÞ
4 ;

H̆3 ¼ h̆3⋆1̆þ
Xb2
α¼1

h̆ðαÞ1 ⋆ŭ2ðαÞ þ
Xb2
α¼1

h̆0ðαÞ⋆ŭ
ðαÞ
3 þ

X
i

B̆ðiÞ
1 ⋆t̆2ðiÞ;

Ğ3 ¼ ğ3⋆1̆þ
Xb2
α¼1

ğðαÞ1 ⋆ŭ2ðαÞ þ
Xb2
α¼1

ğ0ðαÞ⋆ŭ
ðαÞ
3 þ

X
i

C̆ðiÞ
1 ⋆t̆2ðiÞ: ð5:4Þ

In the above equations, 1̆; v̆ol and ŭ2ðαÞ; ŭ
ðαÞ
3 correspond to

the free partZ andZb2 of cohomology classes, respectively,

whereas t̆2ðiÞ and t̆ðiÞ4 correspond to the torsional part
TorH2ð∂XÞ ¼ TorH4ð∂XÞ respectively and i runs over
its generators. The index placement of ŭ2ðαÞ compared

with ŭðαÞ3 (and t̆2ðiÞ compared with t̆ðiÞ4 ) indicates that their
star product has a nontrivial integral over ∂X.
In particular, since ∂X has infinite volume, any fields

arising as coefficients of free cocycles that are dual to free
cycles of positive degree should be interpreted as infinitely
massive dynamical fields, and thus should be set to zero:

f̆ðαÞ3 ¼ f̆2ðαÞ ¼ h̆ðαÞ1 ¼ h̆0ðαÞ ¼ ğðαÞ1 ¼ ğ0ðαÞ ¼ 0: ð5:5Þ

The IIB topological term (5.3) can then be expanded as

−
Z
M4×X

F̆5⋆H̆3⋆Ğ3

¼ −
Z
∂X

v̆ol⋆1̆⋆1̆
Z
M4×R≥0

Nh̆3⋆ğ3

−
X
i;j;k

Z
∂X

t̆2ðiÞ⋆t̆2ðjÞ⋆t̆2ðkÞ
Z
M4×R≥0

ĔðiÞ
3 ⋆B̆ðjÞ

1 ⋆C̆ðkÞ
1

−
X
i;j

Z
∂X

t̆2ðiÞ⋆t̆
ðjÞ
4

Z
M4×R≥0

Ĕ1ðjÞ⋆ðB̆ðiÞ
1 ⋆ğ3 þ h̆3⋆C̆

ðiÞ
1 Þ:

ð5:6Þ

Carrying out the reduction on ∂X now involves integrat-
ing over this space in differential cohomology. For non-
torsional classes, we find

Z
∂X

v̆ol⋆1̆⋆1̆ ¼ 1; ð5:7Þ

since v̆ol is the volume form of ∂X. Integrals of torsional
generators over ∂X are determined by linking numbers
which can be derived from intersection numbers between
divisors of X:

Cijk ≡
Z
∂X

t̆2ðiÞ⋆t̆2ðjÞ⋆t̆2ðkÞ;

Cji ≡
Z
∂X

t̆2ðiÞ⋆t̆
ðjÞ
4 : ð5:8Þ

The IIB topological term then reduces to the 5D
symmetry TFT:

S5D ¼ −
Z
M4×R≥0

�
Nh̆3⋆ğ3 −

X
i;j;k

CijkĔ
ðiÞ
3 ⋆B̆ðjÞ

1 ⋆C̆ðkÞ
1

−
X
i;j

Cji Ĕ1ðjÞ⋆ðB̆ðiÞ
1 ⋆ğ3 þ h̆3⋆C̆

ðiÞ
1 Þ
�
: ð5:9Þ

Here fields denoted by capital letters are from torsional
classes and are background fields for discrete symmetries:

ĔðiÞ
3 ↔ Gð2Þ; B̆ðiÞ

1 ↔ Gð0Þ; C̆ðiÞ
1 ↔ G̃ð0Þ; ð5:10Þ

where Gð2Þ ≅ Gð0Þ ≅ TorH2ð∂XÞ ≅ TorH4ð∂XÞ. On the
other hand, fields denoted by lowercase letters correspond
to field strengths of background fields for Uð1Þ sym-
metries. However, due to the presence of the coefficient N
in the first term, they are effectively ZN symmetries

ğ3 ↔ Zð1Þ
NðmÞ; h̆3 ↔ Zð1Þ

NðeÞ: ð5:11Þ

The correspondence between fields, global symmetries,
and charged operators from wrapped branes is presented in
Table III.
The first term in (5.9) is the same as (2.3), and so in this

sense, all of our analyses of the N ¼ 4 SYM case carry
over directly to this more general setting. In the N ¼ 1

quiver SCFTs with gauge algebra suðNÞK , h̆3, and ğ3 are
field strengths of gauge fields for the diagonal ZN electric
and magnetic 1-form symmetries, respectively. The second
term encodes the mixed anomaly between a 2-form
symmetry and two 0-form symmetries. The last two terms
encode mixed anomalies between 1-form symmetries and
two 0-form symmetries.
These additional contributions beyond h̆3 and ğ3 are the

main distinction from the N ¼ 4 case. We now discuss in
further detail their stringy origins as well some of their
properties.
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B. Discrete 0-form symmetries

Let us now investigate the discrete 0-form symmetries
more carefully. Denote the three classes of 0-form sym-
metries as EðiÞ;BðiÞ, and CðiÞ, with respective background
fields Ĕ1ðiÞ; B̆1ðiÞ, and C̆1ðiÞ. As we list in Table III, B and C
act on charged local operators in the 4D SCFT constructed
respectively by F1 and D1 strings wrapping the cone over a

torsional one cycle γðiÞ1 . According to [103], we can build
their symmetry operators with the magnetic dual branes,
i.e., NS5- and D5-branes wrappingM3 × γ3ðiÞ where M3 ⊂
M4 are 3D symmetry defects inside the 4D spacetime. The
symmetry operators are then given by

UBðiÞ ¼ exp

�
i
Z
M3×γ3ðiÞ

B6 þ � � �
�
;

UCðiÞ ¼ exp

�
i
Z
M3×γ3ðiÞ

C6 þ � � �
�
; ð5:12Þ

where the � � � indicate additional terms in the respective
Wess-Zumino actions. We defer a treatment of these other
terms to future work. These two 0-form symmetry
operators are related to each other under the IIB
SLð2;ZÞ duality. For example, the leading order terms
B6 and C6 transform as

�
B6

C6

�
↦

�
a b

c d

��
B6

C6

�
; ð5:13Þ

which gives rise to

UBðiÞ → Ua
BðiÞUb

CðiÞ ;UCðiÞ → Uc
BðiÞUd

CðiÞ : ð5:14Þ

The symmetry operator of EðiÞ is built by D3-branes
wrapping torsional one cycles

UEðiÞ ¼ exp

�
i
Z
M3×γ

ðiÞ
1

C4 þ � � �
�
; ð5:15Þ

which is obviously self-dual under S duality due to the self-
dual property of D3-branes.
We comment that similar transformation rules were

worked out in [161] in the special case X ¼ C3=Z3 with
boundary topology S5=Z3. See Appendix C for further
discussion on this point, and the relation between the
present work and this analysis. As noted in [161], the
symmetry generators for BðiÞ and CðiÞ do not quite
commute in the presence of a D3-brane wrapped on a
torsional one cycle. Essentially the same arguments used in
this special case carry over to this more general case as
well, and we refer the interested reader to [161] for further
details.
Let us now turn to the interplay of these 0-form

symmetries with our duality defects. We have already seen
that the BðiÞ and CðiÞ symmetry generators transform
nontrivially under IIB dualities. As such, we expect that
when passing the corresponding operators charged under
these symmetries through a duality wall that the trans-
formation will be nontrivial.
Recall that charged operators for BðiÞ and CðiÞ are

respectively noncompact D3-branes, F1 and D1 strings
which stretch along the radial direction of the Calabi-Yau
cone. To answer what happens when we pull such a brane
through the duality wall, it is enough to track the trans-
formation of the respective branes. The action of duality
defects on these charged local operators in the 4D SCFT
can be read from the Hanany-Witten transition. For
example, insert a 7-brane as the duality defect in 4D
theory, and consider a string wrapping Coneðγ1Þ as a local
operator with charge respectively under BðiÞ and CðiÞ. The
Hanany-Witten transition between the 7-brane and the
string creates a new string attaching to these, which is a
1D symmetry operator in the 4D SCFT. See Fig. 21 for an
illustration in the case of half-space gauging construction.
This is very similar to our discussion around Fig. 9 on

how charged line operators transform when passed through
a duality defect, which from the string theory point of view
obviously have the same origin as the Hanany-Witten
transition. As it is for local operators, this is also analogous
to the case in 2D CFTs, e.g., the critical Ising model, where
the noninvertible symmetry line maps the local spin
operator to the disorder operator which lives at the edge
of another symmetry line [162].
One can in principle also consider passing the topologi-

cal operators for these 0-form symmetries through a
duality/triality defect as well. This case is more subtle
since it involves an order of limits issue concerning how
fast we send the 7-branes to infinity, and how the 5-branes
(by)pass the corresponding branch cuts. It would be
interesting to study this issue, but it is beyond the scope
of the present work.

TABLE III. Fields in the 5D TFT and their corresponding
global symmetries in 4D SCFTs. The charged operators com-
posed of various types of branes are also presented. σ and γ
denote nontorsional and torsional cycles, respectively. We use an
upper index for the one cycles and a lower index for the three
cycles.

Fields Global symmetries Charged operators

h̆3 Zð1Þ
N

F1 strings along R≥0,
D3-branes wrapping R≥0 × σ2

ğ3 Zð1Þ
N

D1 strings along R≥0,
D3-branes wrapping R≥0 × σ2

ĔðiÞ
3

½TorH4ð∂XÞ�ð2Þ D3-branes wrapping R≥0 × γðiÞ1
Ĕ1ðiÞ ½TorH2ð∂XÞ�ð0Þ D3-branes wrapping R≥0 × γ3ðiÞ
B̆ðiÞ
1

½TorH4ð∂XÞ�ð0Þ F1 string wrapping R≥0 × γðiÞ1
C̆ðiÞ
1

½TorH4ð∂XÞ�ð0Þ D1 string wrapping R≥0 × γðiÞ1
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a top down construction
of duality defects for 4D QFTs engineered via D3-brane
probes of isolated Calabi-Yau singularities. In this descrip-
tion, the duality group of type IIB strings descends to a
duality of the localized QFT at a special point of the
conformal manifold, and topological duality defects are
implemented by suitable 7-branes wrapped “at infinity”
which implement field theoretic duality topological sym-
metry operators. The branch cuts of the 7-branes directly
descend to branch cuts in the 5D symmetry TFT which
governs the anomalies of the 4D theory. This provides a
uniform perspective on various “bottom up” approaches to
realizing duality/triality defects from the gauging of 1-form
symmetries in the presence of a mixed anomaly [64] and
half-space gauging constructions [65,85]. This uniform
perspective applies both to N ¼ 4 SYM theory as well
as a number of N ¼ 1 quiver gauge theories tuned to a
point of strong coupling. In the remainder of this section we
discuss a few avenues which would be natural to consider
further.
One of the main items in our analysis is the important

role of the branch cuts present in 7-branes, and how these
dictate the structure of anomalies in the 5D symmetry TFT,
as well as the resulting 3D TFTs localized on the duality
defects. In Appendix B we take some preliminary steps in
reading these data off directly from dimensional reduction
of a 7-brane. It would be interesting to perform further
checks on this proposal, perhaps by considering dimen-
sional reduction on other “internal” manifolds.
In our extension to N ¼ 1 quiver gauge theories, we

focused on the special case where the singularity of the
Calabi-Yau cone is isolated. This was more to obtain some
technical simplifications rather than there being any fun-
damental obstacle to performing the same computations. It
would be interesting to study the structure of the resulting
5D symmetry TFT, as well as the interplay between
7-branes (and their branch cuts) with nonisolated
singularities.
It would also be quite interesting to consider other

special points in the conformal manifold of 4D SCFTs
realized via D3-brane probes of singularities. If these

special points admit a nontrivial automorphism, one could
hope to similarly lift this automorphism to a geometric
object in a string construction, and thus realize a broader
class of symmetry operators.
Our primary focus has been on QFTs realized via

D3-branes at singularities, but we have also indicated in
Appendix A how these considerations can be generalized to
other top down constructions. In particular, it would be
interesting to study the structure of duality defects in
theories which cannot be obtained from D3-brane probes
of singularities.
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APPENDIX A: OTHER REALIZATIONS OF
DEFECTS

In this paper we have focused on one particular reali-
zation of 4D QFTs via D3-brane probes of a transverse
geometry. This realization is especially helpful for studying
duality defects since the corresponding defect is realized in
terms of conventional bound states of ðp; qÞ 7-branes
wrapped “at infinity” in the transverse geometry. On the
other hand, some structures are more manifest in other
duality frames. Additionally, there are other ways to
engineer 4D QFTs via string constructions as opposed to
considering worldvolumes of probe D3-branes.
With this in mind, in this Appendix we discuss how some

of the structures considered in this paper are represented in
other top down constructions and how this can be used to
obtain further generalizations. We begin by discussing how
the defect group ofN ¼ 4 SYM is specified in different top
down setups. After this, we discuss how duality defects are
constructed in some of these alternative constructions.

1. Defect groups revisited

To begin, we recall that the “defect group” of a theory is
obtained from the spectrum of heavy defects which
are not screened by dynamical objects [6] (see also
[15,19,20,163]). For example, in the context of a 6D

FIG. 21. A ½q; p� string wrapping the cone of a torsional one
cycle at r ¼ ∞ corresponds to a local operator of the 4D SCFT at
r ¼ 0. Passing the duality defect UðM3;FÞ through the local
operator from right to left creates a symmetry line operator of
charge ½q; p�ðρ − 1Þ via a Hanany-Witten transition.
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SCFT engineered via F theory on an elliptically fibered
Calabi-Yau threefold X → B with base B ¼ C2=ΓUð2Þ a
quotient by a finite subgroup of Uð2Þ (see [164] and [165]
for a review), we get extended surface defects (high tension
effective strings) from D3-branes wrapped on noncompact
two cycles of C2=ΓUð2Þ. The charge of these defects is
screened by D3-branes wrapped on the collapsing cycles of
the singularity. The corresponding quotient (as obtained
from the relative homology exact sequence for C2=ΓUð2Þ
and its boundary geometry S3=ΓUð2Þ ¼ ∂B) is

0 → H2ðBÞ → H2ðB; ∂BÞ → H1ð∂BÞ → 0: ðA1Þ

In particular, the defect group for surface defects is simply
given by H1ðS3=ΓUð2ÞÞ ¼ Ab½Γ�, the Abelianization of Γ.
Turning to the case of interest in this paper, observe that

for the N ¼ ð2; 0Þ theory obtained from compactification
of IIB on the A-type singularity C2=ZN, this leads, upon
further reduction on a T2, to the 4D N ¼ 4 SYM theory
with Lie algebra suðNÞ. The surface defects of the 6D
theory can be wrapped on one cycles of the T2, and this
leads to line defects of the 4D theory. In this case, the defect

group for lines is just ZðelecÞ
N × ZðmagÞ

N , and a choice of
polarization serves to specify the global form of the gauge
group. Similar considerations hold for theories with
reduced supersymmetry, as obtained from general 6D
SCFTs compactified on Riemann surfaces (see [6] for
further discussion).
Returning to the case of D3-branes probing a transverse

singularity, this would appear to pose a bit of a puzzle for
the “defect group picture.” To see why, observe that for
D3-branes probing C3, the heavy line defects are obtained
from F1 and D1 strings which stretch from the D3-brane
out to infinity. On the other hand, the boundary topology of
the ∂C3 ¼ S5 has no torsional homology.22 The physical
puzzle, then, is to understand how the defect group is
realized in this case.
The answer to this question relies on the fact that the

precise notion of “defect group” is really specified by the
Hilbert space of the string theory background, and quo-
tienting heavy defects by dynamical states of the localized
QFT. The general physical point is that in the boundary S5,
there is an asymptotic 5-form flux, and in the presence of
this flux, the endpoints of the F1 and D1 strings will “puff
up” to a finite size. The size is tracked by a single integer
parameter, and the maximal value of this is precisely N.
To see how this flux picture works in more detail, it is

helpful to work in a slightly different duality frame.
Returning to the realization of N ¼ 4 SYM via type IIB

on the background R3;1 × T2 × C2=ZN , consider T dual-
izing the circle fiber of the C2=ZN geometry. As explained
in [166], we then arrive in a type IIA background with N
NS5-branes filling R3;1 × T2 and sitting at a point of the
transverse C2. There is a dilaton gradient profile in the
presence of the NS5-brane, but far away from it, the
boundary geometry is simply an S3 threaded by N units
of NSNS 3-form flux. In this realization of the 4D QFT, the
line operators of interest are obtained from D2-branes
which wrap a one cycle of the T2 as well as the radial
direction of the transverse geometry, ending at the “point”
of the boundary S3 with flux. This appears to have the same
puzzle already encountered in the case of the D3-brane
realization of the QFT.
Again, the ordinary homology/K theory for the S3 is not

torsional, but the twisted K theory is indeed torsional.
Recall that the twisted K theory for S3 (see [167]) involves
the choice of a twist class N ∈ H3ðS3Þ ≃ Z, and for this
choice of twist class, one gets

K�
HðS3Þ ≃ ZN; ðA2Þ

in the obvious notation. From a physical viewpoint, one can
also see that the spectrum of “point-like” branes in this
system is actually more involved. Indeed, the boundary S3

is actually better described as an SUð2Þ WZW model.
Boundary states of the worldsheet CFT correspond to
D-branes, and these are in turn characterized by fuzzy
points of the geometry.23 The interpretation of these
boundary conditions can be visualized as “fuzzy two-
spheres” (see e.g., [170]), as specified by the noncommu-
tative algebra

½Ja; Jb� ¼ iεabcJc; ðA3Þ

for a, b, c ¼ 1, 2, 3, namely a representation of suð2Þ. The
size of the fuzzy two-sphere is set by JaJa, the Casimir of the
representation, and this leads to a finite list of admissible
representations going from spin j ¼ 0;…; ðN − 1Þ=2.
Beyond this point, the stringy exclusion principle [171] is
in operation, and cuts off the size of the fuzzy two-sphere.
The upshot of this is that the single point of ordinary
boundary homology has nowbeen supplemented by awhole
collection of fuzzy two-spheres, and these produce the
required spectrum of heavy defects which cannot be
screened by dynamical objects. Similar considerations
clearly apply for topological symmetry operators generated
by D4-branes wrapped on a one cycle of the T2 and a fuzzy
two-sphere.

22That being said, provided one just considers the dimensional
reduction to the 5D symmetry TFT, one can still readily detect the
electric and magnetic 1-form symmetries (as we did in this
paper).

23We are neglecting the additional boundary states provided by
having a supersymmetric WZW model. This leads to additional
extended objects/topological symmetry operators. For further
discussion on these additional boundary states, see [168,169].
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With this example in mind, we clearly see that
similar considerations will apply in systems where the
boundary geometry contains a nontrivial flux. In particular,
in the D3-brane realization of N ¼ 4 SYM we can expect
the F1 and D1 strings used to engineer heavy defects
to also “puff up” to noncommutative cycles in the boun-
dary S5.
One point we wish to emphasize is that so long as we

dimensionally reduce the boundary geometry to reach a
lower-dimensional system (as we mainly did in this paper),
then the end result of the flux can also be detected directly
in the resulting 5D bulk SymTFT.

2. Duality defects revisited

In the previous subsection we presented a general
proposal for how to identify the defect group in duality
frames where asymptotic flux is present. Now, one of the
main reasons we chose to focus on the D3-brane realization
of our QFTs is that the top down identification of duality
defects is relatively straightforward (even if the defect
group computation is more subtle). Turning the discussion
around, one might also ask how our top down duality
defects are realized in other string backgrounds which
realize the same QFT. For a related discussion on this point,
see the recent reference [111].
To illustrate, consider the IIB background

R3;1 × T2 × C2=ZN , in which the 4D QFT is realized
purely in terms of geometry. In this case, a duality of
the 4D field theory will be specified by a large diffeo-
morphism of the T2, namely as an SLð2;ZÞ transformation
of the complex structure of the T2.
Because the duality symmetry is now encoded purely in

the geometry, the “brane at infinity” which implements a
topological defect/interface will necessarily be a variation
in the asymptotic profile of the 10D metric far from the
location of the QFT. Since, however, only the topology of
the configuration actually matters, it will be enough to
specify how this works at the level of a holomorphic
Weierstrass model.
Along these lines, we single out one of the directions

x⊥ along the R3;1 such that the duality defect/interface will
be localized at x⊥ ¼ 0 in the 4D spacetime. Combining this
with the radial direction of C2=ZN , we get a pair
of coordinates which locally fill out a patch of the
complex line C. It is helpful to introduce the complex
combination:

z ¼ x⊥ þ i
r
; ðA4Þ

where r ¼ 0 and r ¼ ∞ respectively indicate the location
of the QFT and the conformal boundary, where we reach
the S3=ZN lens space. In terms of this local coordinate, we
can now introduce a Weierstrass model with the prescribed
Kodaira fiber type at z ¼ 0, namely x⊥ ¼ 0 and r ¼ ∞. For

example, a type IV� and type III� fiber would respectively
be written as

type III�∶ y2 ¼ x3 þ xz3 ðA5Þ

type IV�∶y2 ¼ x3 þ z4: ðA6Þ

This sort of asymptotic profile geometrizes the duality/
triality defects we considered.

APPENDIX B: 3D TFTs FROM 7-BRANES

In the main body of this paper we showed how basic
structure of 7-branes can account for duality/triality
defects in QFTs engineered via D3-brane probes of a
Calabi-Yau singularity X. In particular, we saw that
anomaly inflow analyses constrain the resulting 3D
TFT of the corresponding duality defect. Of course, given
the fact that we are also claiming that these topological
defects arise from 7-branes, it is natural to ask whether we
can directly extract these terms from dimensional reduc-
tion of topological terms of the 7-brane. Our aim in this
Appendix will be to show to what extent we can derive a
3D TFT living on the duality/triality defect whose 1-form
anomalies match that of the appropriate minimal Abelian
3D TFTs, Ak;p. This is required due to inflowing the
mixed ’t Hooft anomaly between the 0-form duality/
triality symmetry and the 1-form symmetry of the 4D
SCFT, as well as from the line operator linking arguments
of Sec. III A. While we leave a proper match of these
anomalies to future work, this Appendix will highlight
that, in general, 3D TFTs on the 7-branes will differ from
the minimal 3D TFTs due to the presence of a non-
Abelian gauge group. Additionally, we propose an 8D
Wess-Zumino (WZ) term that allows us to determine the
level of the 3D Chern-Simons (CS) theory.
We first review the case of a stack of n D7-branes. The

WZ terms are known from string perturbation theory
to be [172]24

SWZ ¼
Z
X8

 X
k
C2kTreF 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ÂðRTÞ
ÂðRNÞ

s !
8-form

ðB1Þ

where

TrF 2 ¼ TrðF2 − i�B2Þ ¼ nFUð1Þ
2 − ni�B2; ðB2Þ

with i�B2 denoting the pullback from the 10D bulk to the

8D worldvolume X8 of the 7-brane; F
Uð1Þ
2 isUð1Þ the gauge

curvature associated to factor in the numerator of the
7-brane gauge group UðnÞ ≃ ðUð1Þ × SUðnÞÞ=Zn. This

24More generally ðp; qÞ 7-brane WZ topological actions can be
inferred from SLð2;ZÞ transformations of (B1).
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precise combination is required because F1 strings can end
on D7-branes. In particular, since F1 strings couple
to the bulk 2-form, there is a gauge transformation
B2 → B2 þ dλ1 which is canceled by introducing a com-
pensating Uð1Þ curvature associated with the “center of
mass” of the 7-brane. AðRTÞ and AðRNÞ in (B1) are the
A-roof genera of the tangent and normal bundles which is
given by the expansion

Â ¼ 1 −
1

24
p1 þ

1

5760
ð7p2

1 − 4p2Þ þ � � � ðB3Þ

where for completeness, we have included pi, the ith

Pontryagin class of the tangent bundle/normal bundle.
Since we are concerned with reducing the 7-brane on
S5, such contributions play little role in our analysis but
could in principle play an important role in more intricate
boundary geometries ∂X. Taking this into account, the only
terms that concern us then areZ

M3×S5

1

8π
C4 ∧ TrðF2Þ þ 2π

2
C4 ∧ ðTrððF2=2πÞ − B2ÞÞ2

ðB4Þ

where we are now being careful with the overall factors of
2π and considering TrðFÞ=2π as integrally quantized.
Reducing (B4) on the S5 surrounding N D3s would
then naively produce a level N UðnÞ 3D Chern-Simons
theory living on M3 with an additional coupling to the
background Uð1Þ 1-form field B2 that is proportional toR
M3

TrðAÞ ∧ B2. We say “naive” because one must first
understand how the center-of-mass Uð1Þ of n D7-branes is
gapped out via the Stückelberg mechanism, i.e., how the
gauge algebra reduces from uðnÞ to suðnÞ. Indeed, observe
that the coupling C6TrF2 can gap out this Uð1Þ since
integrating over C6 produces the constraint25

TrðF2Þ ¼ nFUð1Þ
2 ¼ 0; ðB5Þ

so FUð1Þ
2 still survives as a Zn-valued 2-form field and is in

fact equivalent to the generalized Stiefel-Whitney class [5]

FUð1Þ
2 → w2 ∈ H2ðX8;ZnÞ: ðB6Þ

One sees this by supposing that there is a magnetic 4-brane
monopole in the UðnÞ gauge theory in the fundamental
representation nþ1. Then 1

n

R
S2 TrðFÞ measures a magnetic

charge þ1 with respect to the Uð1Þ in the numerator of
UðnÞ ¼ ðUð1Þ × SUðnÞÞ=Zn, where the Zn embeds in the
center of SUðnÞ in the standard fashion. After gapping out
the center of mass Uð1Þ, we still measure a magnetic

flux 1 mod n around the monopole, which is a defining
property of w2.
Similarly, when considering flat connections of the UðnÞ

gauge theory, we have that TrðF2Þ ¼ dTrðAÞ, and the
constraint (B5) implies nTrðAÞ ¼ 0. Then, the integralR
γ1
TrAmeasures aUð1Þ ⊂ UðnÞmonodromy around a one

cycle γ1 and becomes, after decoupling the center-of-mass
Uð1Þ, the value of

R
γ1
w1 because this naturally measures

the Zn monodromy. A subtle distinction we should make is
that while w2 and w1 are analogs of TrðFÞ and TrðAÞ, the
former are cohomology classes while the discrete remnants
of the latter are discrete cocycles, i.e., members of
CiðX8;ZnÞ. We therefore name these J 2 and a, respec-
tively, which satisfy ½J 2� ¼ w2 and ½a� ¼ w1. Moreover,
when w2 ¼ 0, we have that J 2 ¼ δa where δ is the
coboundary operator.
Generalizing to nonperturbative bound states of 7-

branes,26 with some monodromy matrix ρ, we know from
the main text that the analog of B2 for the D7 case is
generalized to Bρ

2 which takes values in kerðρ − 1Þ; it is
natural then ask whether there is an analogous discrete
remnant of the “center of mass Uð1Þ” for a general 7-brane
of type F, namely the analog of the specific combination
F 2 ¼ TrðF2 − B2Þ. From the discussion below (B5), we
can already make a reasonable guess that TrðF2Þ should be
replaced by J 2 ∈ C2ðM3 × ∂X6; kerðρÞÞ. In the case of
perturbative IIB D7-branes, this involves the specific
decomposition UðnÞ ¼ ðSUðnÞ ×Uð1ÞÞ=Zn. In the case
of constant axiodilaton profiles, all of these cases can be
obtained from the specific subgroups27 E8 ⊃ ðGF ×
Uð1ÞmÞ=Zk with nþm ¼ 8, where maximal torus of
GF has dimension n, and GF has center Zk. We then
see that all of the remarks below (B5) equally apply here if
we start with an E8 7-brane and Higgs down to another 7-
brane with constant axiodilaton. Extending the treatment in
[153] for A-type Lie groups, we introduce the gauge field

A ¼ Aþ 1

k
â ðB7Þ

and its field strength F ¼ dAþA ∧ A where the con-
nections A; â take values in the Lie algebras of GF and
Uð1Þm, respectively. As in our D7-brane discussion, the
center of massUð1Þ ⊂ Uð1Þm is gapped out up to a discrete
Zk-valued gauge field a. The curvature on the 7-brane
worldvolume therefore takes the form

F ¼ F þ J 2 ðB8Þ

where F is the traceless curvature of A and J 2

is the discrete remnant of the center of mass mode

25This is provided that we choose Neumann boundary con-
ditions for C6 along the D7-brane stack.

26Again, by this we mean 7-branes whose monodromy fixes τ.
27For example, we have the following subgroups of E8: ðE7 ×

Uð1ÞÞ=Z2 and ðE6 × Uð1Þ2Þ=Z3.
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valued in Γ ¼ Zk. Note that Γ coincides with the center of
the 7-brane gauge group (with electric polarization) which
then nicely matches our guess that J 2 should
serve as our analog of TrðFÞ. Moreover, when we
take electric polarization on the brane, w2 is trivial for
gauge bundles and therefore we have that J 2 ¼ δa with
a ∈ C1ðM3 × ∂X6; kerðρÞÞ.
We now conjecture a nonperturbative generalization

of the WZ terms in (B4) which applies to all types of
7-brane stacks (labeled by gauge algebra g) as listed
in Table I28:

Sð7Þ
WZ ⊃

Z
M3×∂X6

ðC4 ∧ tr exp ðF − Bρ
2ÞÞ

¼
Z
M3×∂X6

�
1

8π
C4 ∧ TrF2 þ C4 ∪

1

2
ðJ 2 − Bρ

2Þ2
�
ðB9Þ

Here we have chosen normalizations in (B9) such that
expðiSWZÞ appears in the 7-brane path integral and Bρ

2;J 2

are Uð1Þ valued. The first term in (B9) is the D3-brane
instanton density term. Namely, it can be obtained by
considering a single D3-brane inside a 7-brane and viewing
it as a charge-1 instanton which sets the normalization. The
second term is a generalization of the termZ
D7

C4 ∧ nB2 ∧ TrF2 ¼
Z
D7

C4 ∧ nB2 ∧ nFUð1Þ
2 ðB10Þ

appearing in (B1) by replacing B2 with the more general
Bρ
2. The coefficient of 1 for the second term of (B9)

follows from the standard substitutions B2 →
1
n B2 and

FUð1Þ
2 → 1

n F
Zn
2 when one converts a Uð1Þ-valued field to

its remnant field valued in Zn ⊂ Uð1Þ.
After reducing on an S5 with flux

R
F5 ¼ N, (B9)

produces a 3D ðGFÞN CS theory29 along with a coupling
to its electric 1-form symmetry background. In other words,
our 3D action becomesZ

M3

N · CSðAÞ þ N
2π

a ∪ Bρ
2 þ N · CSðaÞ ðB11Þ

where fields are treated as elements in Uð1Þ (suitably
restricted): the background Bρ

2 can be normalized to take
values in Zgcdðk;NÞ (recall k is the order of the monodromy
matrix of the nonperturbative 7-brane), and similar

considerations apply for a. Note also that a priori, the
3D TFT we get in this way need not match the minimal
TFTof typeAK;m, since anomaly inflow considerations do
not fully fix the form of the 3D TFT. It would be
interesting to carry out a complete match with the analysis
presented in the main text, but we leave this for
future work.

APPENDIX C: D3-BRANE PROBE OF C3=Z3

In this Appendix we present further details on the case of
a D3-brane probing the orbifold singularity C3=Z3. The
orbifold group action on C3 is defined by

ðz1; z2; z3Þ → ðζz1; ζz2; ζz3Þ; ζ3 ¼ 1: ðC1Þ

Following the procedure in [141,142,154], the field content
of the resulting 4D theory is given in Fig. 22. The
superpotential of the theory is

W ¼ κTrfX12½Y23; Z31� þ X23½Y31; Z13�� þ X31½Y12; Z23�g:
ðC2Þ

The 5D boundary ∂C3=Z3 ¼ S5=Z3 of the orbifold
singularity has the cohomology classes

H�ðS5=Z3Þ ¼ fZ; 0;Z3; 0;Z3;Zg; ðC3Þ

with linking numbers

Z
S5=Z3

t2⋆t2⋆t2 ¼
Z
S5=Z3

t2⋆t4 ¼ −
E3
0

3 · 3 · 3
¼ −

1

3
: ðC4Þ

E3
0 is the triple self-intersection number of the compact

divisor of Oð−3Þ → P2, which can be read from the toric
data.30

The 5D TFT with the generic form (5.9) now reduces to

SsymTFT ¼ −
Z
M4×R≥0

�
Nh̆3⋆ğ3 −

1

3
Ĕ3⋆B̆1⋆C̆1

−
1

3
Ĕ1⋆ðB̆1⋆ğ3 þ h̆3⋆C̆1Þ

�
: ðC5Þ

Let us now identify the correspondence between the
symmetries in the 4D SCFT and the 5D symmetry
TFT fields. The first term in (C5) is obvious. It is just the
differential cohomology version of the familiar N

R
B2 ∧

dC2 termwhich also appears in theN ¼ 4 SYMcase. In the
N ¼ 1 quiver gauge theory, h̆3 (respectively ğ3) corre-
sponds to Bdiag

2 (respectively Cdiag
2 ) for the diagonal ZN

28A brief comment on the normalization of the instanton
density: We have adopted a convention where TrF2 ¼ 1

h∨G
TradjF2,

with the latter a trace over the adjoint representation, and h∨G the
dual Coxeter number of the Lie group G. Moreover, in our
conventions, we have that for a single instanton on a compact four
manifold, 1

4
TrF2 integrates to 1.

29Subscript denotes the level.

30We refer the reader to [173] for technical details on
computing intersection numbers of toric varieties.
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electric (respectively magnetic) 1-form symmetry of the
suðNÞ3 theory.

Based on our previous discussion, we know E1, B1,
and C1 are background gauge fields for Z3 0-form
symmetries. In fact, as explained in [161], there are
indeed three candidate Z3 symmetries in the 4D SCFT
which act on the fields of the quiver gauge theory as
follows:

B∶ðXij; Yij; ZijÞ → ðYiþ1;jþ1; Ziþ1;jþ1; Xiþ1;jþ1Þ
C∶ðXij; Yij; ZijÞ → ðζXij; ζ2Yij; ZijÞ;
E∶ðXij; Yij; ZijÞ → ðζXij; ζYij; ζZijÞ; ðC6Þ

where i and j are mod 3 numbers denoting gauge factors.
These symmetry generators transform nontrivially under
IIB dualities, and their transformations are the same as
those already stated in Sec. V.
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